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that Colonel Roosevelt drank to ex
cess?" asked Attorney Belden.
O'Laughlin, shaking his finger at
the lawyer, replied:
"There was not a reputable corres- pendent in Washington but who
thought Uie report was silly, too ab-- j
surd to be regarded or repeated."
An argument followed regarding
the admission of evidence regarding
general reports of intemperance.
"In the declaration to this suit the
plaintiff not only included the question ot his use or non-usof liquors,
but, also that of his general reputation," said Mr. Belden.
The attorney read from the declaration, quoting that Colonel Roosevelt
never "had been suspected of drinking
alcoholic liquors to excess." On this
basis, he said, the defense would claim
the right to bring out testimony of
Coiont! ..Uosf-vcU'reputation as it
existed ;n various parts of the country.
as
The purpose of the defense,
pointed out. by Colonel. Roosevelt's attorneys, was to prevent the exclusion by the court of what is called
"hearsay" testimony throughout the
trial.
The court asked Mr. Belden whether the defense would combat the position of the plaintiff that malice in
the publication of tho article was a
basis for damages.
Mr. Belden answered proof of mal
ice undoubtedly
won1.', increase the
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CASE

DEFENSE TRIES TO FIND AN EASY
WAY

OUT, THE PROSECUTION CLAIMS

s
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A

COLONEL'S

NEWSPAPER
BE

REPUTATION

MAN,

WHO MUST

TRUTHFUL, SAYS TEDDY
DOESN'T GET DRUNK

Marquette, Mich., May 28. Introduction of further testimony to show
the abstemious habits of the plaintiff was resumed today in the libel
suit of Theodore Roosevelt against
George A. Newett, publisher of the
Iron Ore at Ishpeming,
Mich., wno
charged him with drunkenness.
....
John Calvin O'Laughlin, a Washington correspondent, was the first witness. Although Colonel Roosevelt, on
returning to Europe from his African
hunt, was obliged to attend banquets
and' receptions tendered Him by mon- .archs, he never indulged In champagne to an immoderate degree, was
the testimony of O'Laughlin, who said
he had been associated' with Colonel
Roosevelt for 20 years. Tho witness
said he met the former president on
the Nile after the African hunt and
accompanied him as far as Paris, acting as secretary to Colonel Roosevelt.
O'Laughlin also accompanied the colonel on various campaign trips in this
country.
"During your 29 years' experience
with Colone'i Roosevelt have you ever
seen him In the slightest degree under the influence of liquor?"
"I not only never saw him under
the influence of liquor, but it seems
absolutely silly to me to have anyone
suggest that he ever was," replied
O'Laughlin emphatically.
"At banquets have you ever seen
him drink any liquor?"
"At banquets he sometimes took a
glass of white wine. I never saw him
drink more than one glass of champagne."
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Success comes to tho
man who goes after
it with a club
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O'Laughlin said Colonel Roosevelt
had appointed him ag assistant secretary of the treasury, and he had gone
on a mission to Japan for the Roosevelt administration.
He said he went to Japan the same
year that Colimei Roosevelt ordered
the Atlantic fleet to the Pacific.
that Colonel
"Now, you mention
Roosevelt sent the fleet to the Pacific; was that a measure taken because
of the relation between this country
and Japan; was it to prevent wor?"
"Well, yes it was perfectly evident
that Japan would not go to war with
this country if it was apparent that
this country was more powerful.
It
was one of the measures taken by
Colonel Roosevelt to prevent war. It
was a measure of peace."
One reference was brought out In
O'Laughlin's testimony to the incident of Colonel Roosevelt's visit to
Rome with
regard to the pope.
he, had been
O'Laughlin explained
acting as the colonel's sescretary after the colonel left Egypt for the tour
of the coatinental capital,
and he
communicated
Ambassador
with
Leishman at Rome to arrange for tne
reception of Colonel Roosevelt by tne
King of Italy and the pope.
"You wrote to Ambassador Leishman to arrange tor Mr. Roosevelt's
reception by the King and pope; was
that your purpose?"
"Yes, It was to arrange for these
receptions."
Here objection was entered by Colonel Roosevelt's attorney on trie
ground that this line of questioning
was immaterial.
"I regret that this subject came
up," said the court "I suggest that
it stop right where it Is."
Questioning along this 'line, accordingly, was dropped.
"I will ask ypu if in 1912 and for
some time prior if there was not a
general report among newspaper men
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Boston, May 28. At today's session
of the ' trial of William M- - Wood,
Frederick E. Atteaux and Dennis J.
Collins, charged with "planting"
during the, Lawrence textile
strike, Mr. Wood's "general man,"
Daniel Mahoney, and his chauffeur,
were called by the district attorney
to tell what wrs done by the principals in the case before and after tne
afc
Wood's "Andover
Conference
home" on January 19, 1912.
of
In previous
witnesses for the state, the defense
introduced that the conference was
for the purpose primarily of passing
upon a letter which Wood had addressed to the strikers, and not, as
uie yioBeuuuou uueuiyieu to P"""- in furtherance of a plot to
dynamite.
Those who took part in the conier-ence- ,
besides Wood and Atteaux,
were four officials of the four big
mills, and James R. Bailey, Jr., wno
was in charge of the Woolen company's end of the strike. The morning after the conference Wood and
Atteaux returned to Boston by auto-
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TIONS DECIDE THE FATE

WILL TEST THE LAW.
New York, May 28. The board of

OFSALONIKI.

education's ruling that teachers may
not marry and become mothers is to
THE GREEKS ARE INVOLVED be tested in the courts, according to
an announcement by counsel for Mrs.
M. F. Peixotto, charged with
THEY AND THE BULGARIANS PRE- Bridget
of duty" in marrying without
"neglect
PARE TO FIGHT NEAR DISthe board's knowledge and reporting
PUTED CITY.
ill when her baby was born.
When Mrs. Peixotto was married in
Sofia, Bulgaria, May 28. The mid- - February, 1912, she failed to te'il the
tary circles of the Bulgarian capital board about it, fearing that under its
expect an immediate outbreak of hos- rule she would lose her position as
tilities between Bulgaria and Servia. principal of public school No. 14. The
fact of her marriage was not learned
by the board until a few days ago, afWill
to
Submit
Powers.
Bulgaria
Vienna, May 8. Bulgaria has ad- ter she had been "on leave for six
dressed a note to the European pow- weeks and had been a mother four
ers offering to submit to their deci- weeks. She was at once charged with
sion the question of the future of
neglect of duty, and is to be given a
to
the
according
Reichspost trial by the board shortly.
today.
'

day before the senate naval affairs
committee. Senator Ashurst has introduced a bill for a government

today. The Greeks accuse the Bulgarians of assuming the aggressive.
In spite of the declaration at the
Bulgarian capital that the Bulgarian
troops have been ordered to observe
a moderate attitude ana to avoid conflicts with the Greeks, the Bulgarian commanders apparently are preparing to" attack Eleftheria with a
view to goining complete occupation
of the dominant position of Mount
Panghaion.
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OR. TIPTON
GIVEN

B'iFE'S DEMIGN
LIFE

FORMER GOVERNOR OF SINALOA,
MEX., IS ALLOWED TO LEAVE
THE COLNTRY.

HONOR

LAS VEGAS MAN IS ELECTED
OF THE
STATE TREASURER
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS.

At the meeting of the stale council of tbe Knights of Columbus, which
was held at Raton yesterday, Dr. W.
II.. Tipton of this city was elected

'

mobile.
Malioney accompanied them. Their
conversation, he said, was about thy
strike, the letter that hat! been sent
to the morning papers and the prospects for a settlement of the strike.

IS

state treasurer of the organization.
The meeting pf this order was well
attended by delegates from all over
the state, and proved to be enthusiGIVE OP
astic. The other officers elected lor
the coming year were:
J. J. Connelly, Raton, state secretary; Dennis Chavez, Albuquerque,
CN HA
state warden; C. T. Hagerty, Las
OrueeL, state advrate, and the Rev.
ATTORNEY GENERAL LAYS DOWN a. Morin, Silver City, state chaplain.
The election of officers was the
THE LAW TO THE SOUTHmost
ERN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
important business to be transacted by the state council. Other
28. Attorney business was routine.
May
Washington,
General McReynolds has decided to
contend that the Southern Pacific
must give up the contract with tne
Central Pacific pending the dissoluTODAY IN CONGRESS.
tion of the Union Pacific merger, and
will bring a suit under the Sherman
v
4
law to accomplish that end If the disNot
28.
Senate:
May
to
fail
include
solution plans
Washington,
it
It became definitely known today in session, meets 2 p. m. Thursday.
Naval affairs committee deferred
that the attorney genera'i had finally
decided that the Central Pacific must action en armor plate factory resolu-be divorced from the Southern. The tion; "Admiral Twining testified refactory
proposed
of
is
Pacific
Southern
garding
the
disposition
Finance
began work
understood to be the cause of the
o the
schedules
of
various
Pahitch in the efforts of the Union
revising
cific and Southern Pacific to reach tariff bill to report to the full com-a- n
mittee.
agreement.
Chairman Pittman of territories
The plan which the Union Pacific
will shortly present to the attorney committee called a meeting for
deveiop-here- ,
contemplates, it is believed urday to act on bills for the
only the disposition of the $26,-- ! ment of Alaska.
Senator Lewis was elected demo-b- y
000,000 of Southern Pacific stock held.j
the Union Pacific, and will leave cratic floor manager and assistant to
the question of the status of the
Majority Leader Kern by democratic
tral Pacific to separate litigation to caucus, which also named a commitbe begun by the government. The tee to confer regarding the organizacongressional
tion of a democratic
supreme court ordered the sale of
ion Pacific holdings of Southern
campaign committee.
Education and labor committee
cific stock and left open to negotia- tion or future litigation the disposi- considered plans for investigation of
West Virginia coal mine strike.
tion of the Central Pacific.
The position of Mr. McReynolds reHouse: Not In session; meets at
noon
Thursday.
garding the Central Pacific coincides
with that of former Attorney General
Minority Leader Mann announced1
Wickersham, who threatened an anti- he would call a republican caucus for
trust suit unless the Southern Pacific Saturday to determine committee
disposed of its subsidiary.
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May 28.

Ri-

Felipe
vera, governor of Sinaloa state unaer
Madero, reported drowned while being taken a prisoner to Mexico City,
attributes his escape to the daring
and devotion of his wife, who is with
him here today. When he was arrested at the state capital after the Mexico City uprising, Mrs. Rivera insisted on accompanying her husband to
the national capital.
The woman waded out over mud
flats and swam to' the ship where It
necessary to take her bo.rd.
her hus'oad to
She accompanied
Mexico City, insisting on remaining
him continually. To this Rivera
his safety.
After 15 days' detention he was
permitted to leave the country at the
port of Vera Cruz, where he sailed for
New York. On arrival here he conferred with Jose M. Maytorena, former governor of Sonora, probably to
tender his services to the constitutionalist, revolution.
Tucson,

Anz.,

j

j
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FORMER SENAT0H

SENTENCED TO
PRISON

WAS NOT SUICIDE.
Baltimore, May 28. Baltimore relatives of A'ifred G. Siegel of Salt Lase
City, the university student who was STILLWELL OF NEW YORK'S UPshot and killed at South Bethlehem,
PER HOUSE, CONVICTED OF
Pa., last Saturday, said today that
SOLICITING GRAFT
they had received advices which sat-

isfied them that the young man's
death was due to an accident and ASKED MONEY FOE INFLUENCE
was not a case of suicide as reported.

OF ALL

AGREED

TO

GET BILL FAVORING

THIEVES KILL POLICEMAN.
BANK NOTES COMPANIES FA- - '
Vancouver, B. Cj, May '28. The
CLAIMED LANDS
VORABLY REPORTED
body of Patrolman James Archibald
was- found
today in a vacant lot.
There were two bullet holes near the
WILL
AS
WHOLE
A
ACT
WAS
ONCE
EXONERATED
heart and the police believe Archiwas
killed last night by burglars
bald
GENERAL POLICIES WILL NOT BE who rifled the office of a lumber com- THE
LEGISLATIVE
BODY TO
pany nearby. There were signs of a
DICTATED BY ANY ONE COMWHICH HE BELONGED FOUND
struggle about the spov.
MAN NOT GUILTY
MISSIONER
MATTERS

PERTAINING

TO

RE-

j

-

28. Secretary
Washington, May
Lane, as a result of a recent inquiry
into government irrigation projects,
today announced a radical reorganisation of the reclamation service.
F. H. New ell, director of the reclamation service, will be chairman of a
new reclamation commission.
The commission will consist of five
members, who, besides Chairman
Newell, will be George Barton French,
in charge of operation and maintenance; A. P. Davis, chief engineer of
the reclamation service; Judge Will
R. King of Oregon, chief counsel, and
one other who has been selected ljut
whose name is withheld by Secretary
Lane for the present for administrative reasons, who will have charge of
contracts and finances.
George Barton French, the commissioner in charge of operation and
maintenance, has had a long experience as an executive of western rail
roads. ITe
rently was president of
the Seattle, Portland and Spokane
railroad. It is proposed by Secretary
Iine that all future regulations affecting water users or proposed contracts for the construction of new
works and all general policies of the
service shall be considered and passed on by the board as a whole.
The commissioners will constitute
an administrative regulating body, but
each will have distinct administrative
duties to perform. All matters relating to the operation of constructed
projects, the rights of water users and
the relations between the water users
and the government shall be administered by Commissioner French.
'

HENRY CADLE DEAD
28. Henry
Mo.,
May
Bethany,
Cadle, fit years old, for many years
s'ate secretary of and prominent
in the Sons of the American
Revolution, died here earlv todav. He
was a bachelor. Burial will be at
MusciiMne, Iowa.
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HAVE CHARGE

of names of eaen

her charges, ail
Further to puzzle
the authorities, the women gave false
addresses. However, the cases will
not be prosecuted now, since the complaining witnesses have left town.

GOVERNMENT

n

SAVES MAN'S

REORGANIZATION

Ai COSTLY FACTORY.
Washington, May 28. An armor
Greeks Look for Trouble.
Salonikl, May 28. Severe tension plate factory capable of producing
tons of armor a year would cost
still exists between the Greek and
to build and nearly $1,000,-00- 0
18,000,000
armies
each
other
Bulgarian
facing
a year to operate, according to
some distance north of this city. Several clashes, during which shots were Rear Admiral Twining, chief of the
toexchanged, occurred yesterday and bureau of ordnance,' who testified

SERVANTS BEGIN TESTIMONY, IN
THE DYNAMITING CONSPIRACY CASE.

of tbe similarity
complainant and
against one man.

TO BE TRIED.

THE

Calgary, Ailla, May 2S. Representa- tives of the crown who have been
conducting the investigation into the
death of Luther McCarty, who died in
OF
the prize ring at the Burns arena Satare
a
mass
of
urday, today
gathering
evidenqe which will be presented
1
E
when the cases of Arthur Pelkey and
Tommy Burns are called for triai.
That Burns, promoter of the fight
SOFIA IS LOOKING FOR THE OUT-- : in which McCarty met his death, and RECLAMATION MATTER WILL BE
Pelkey, whose blow In the first law
BREAK OF HOSTILITIES AT
IN A
HANDLED
MORE EFI- minutes of the first round resulted In
ANY TIME.
MANNER
CIENT
the fatality, will have" to face trla'l on
a charge of manslaughter was made
WILL SUBMIT
TO
POWERS known on the rearrest of Pelkey at;r COMMISSION
SELECTED
IS
the coroner's jury had fajled to mane
any charges against him.

'

lllii BOSS' CONFERENCE

CITY ED'TION

HAS FOUR
AND

VE

29 "KIDS"

GETS INTO TROUBLE
CHICAGO, BUT COMPLAINTS
ARE DISMISSED

MORMON

IN

Chicago, May 28. Petitions asking
that George Fear, 65 years old, be
compelled to support a total of 29
children, which were filed by four
women who claimed to be his wives,
were dismissed today in County Judg3
told Mrs.
Owen's court when Fear
Josephine Lawrence, an investigator,
that he had shipped all the women
,)a
Mo Salt Lake City, whence he
and they had come,
Fear said be came to Chicago to
develop a patent and brought only one
of his wives, Mrs.
Josephine Fear,
with him, leaving her 19 children at
Salt Lake. That was early last, winter, and recently the other three women arrived. All was peaceful, he
declared, until he had to leave Chicago for a short business trip. Mrs.
Josephine Fear then became alarmed
that he had deserted her and the other
women and applied to Mrs. Lawrencei
The other women then filed petitions
also, giving their names as Mrs. Near,
Mrs. Dear and Mrs. Bear, hoping in
that way to avoid getting Fear into
trouble in addition to what they wrere
making for him.
"I found I could not work in peace
In this city," Fear told Mrs. Lawrence; "so I shipped them all back to
Salt Lake, where I won't be bother-

MEMPHIS
Memphis,

POLITICIAN
Tenn., May

ACCUSED
Lee W.

28'.

New York, May

28.

Former State

Senator Stephen K. Stillwell, convictDutro, postmaster at Memphis for the
of bribery by a jury last week af
ed
last 12 years, was indicted today? by
a federal grand jury on the charge of ter he had been exonerated by the
New York state senate, was senin 1910.
It
soliciting campaign funds
was stated similar charges against
Newell Sanders of Chattanooga, for
mer United Slates senator, and Henry
O. True, leader
of republicans in
western Tennessee, were ignored.

PHILIPPINES

EASY

tenced today to serve not less than
four years nor more than eight in
Sing Sing prison.
Supreme Court Justice Seabury,
who presided at Stillwell's trial, pronounced sentence and granted a stay
of execution in order that the convicted senator's lawyers might apply
for a certificate of reasonable doubt.
No trace of emotion crossed
face as he heard the sentence.
Justice Seabury's words had hardly
died away before Stillwell was led
back to the Tambs. He smiled at
friends and sympathizers who crowded close to the railing as he was
walked away.
Stillwell, state senator from the
Bronx, was convicted of attempting
Ito obtain $3,500 from George Kendall,
president of theNew York Bank Note
company, for favorable consideration
by the senate and assembly codes
committees of a bill making it illegal
for discrimination against bank note
companies by stock exchanges. Ken
dall refused to pay, and laid his case
before Governor Sulzer, who called on
Stillwell to resign. This Stillwell declined to do.
The senate investigated tbe charges,- heard Kendall and other witnesses,
and exonerated Stillwell by a vote of
28 to 21 after he had made an emotional plea in his own behalf. Thereafter the case was placed by Governor Sulzer's Instruction In the hands
of District Attorney Whitman.
Stillwell appeared before the grand
jury after signing a waiver or immunity. The convicted senator is 43
years old und had been long in politics. His conviction automatically removed him from tho 'senate.
Still-well-

,

POINT Of A1TACK

THIS IS THE ARGUMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE WHO FAVORS INDEPENDENCE.
Washington, May 28. Representative Francis Burton Harrison of New
York today appealed to President
Wilso4 to grant I unneaiat. independ
ence to the"'VPhiiippinefsiands.""'IIe
declared that not only were the Philippines an easy point of attack for an
enemy, but that the people were capand deserved
able of
the promised independence. Mr. Harrison said he did most of the talking
and that the president had not committed himself.
Gustavus T. Kirby, president of tne
Amateur Athletic union, and first
vice president of the Public Schools
Athletic League of New York City,
invited the president to attend a demonstration on June 6 of physical training and athletics by 10,000 school
boys. Mr. Wilson was unable to accept, but wrote a letter which is to
be read at the opening of the event.
'

HENWOOD PLEAD DEFENSE
Denver, May 28. The second trial
of Harold Frank llenwood for the
killing of George Copcland in the barroom of a hotel on May 24, 1911, was
begun iu the West side court today.

"COPS"

ACCUSED

OF GRAFT.

San Francisco, May 28. Frank
a suspended policeman, heard 'today from Deputy James Brennan of
the district attorney's office what the
state will attempt to prove against
him. Taking of testimony began to-

Es-ol- a,

WILSON BELIEVES

DillECT

IN

PIMES

PRESIDENT
FAVORS, TOO, ANYTHING THAT WILL SHORTEN THE BALLOTS.

Washington, May 28. Representative Britten of Illinois today sought
President Wilson's views on his measures to provide a
single
term for the president and vice president, the abolition of nominating conventions and the choice of president
and vice president by presidential
preference primaries and direct elections without the use of electors.
Mr. Britten said, on leaving The
White House, that the president favored the abolition of national conven
tions for nominating purposes, but
thought them necessary to draft party
platforms, and declared that Mr. Wilson approved presidential primaries
and direct electiom which would
shorten the ballot.
On the six-yeproposition Mr.
Britten said the president refrained
from comment.
White House officials stated that
the president had not arrived at any
conclusion, as to the practicability of
abolishing national conventions, but
ed."
had always favored nomination by
The case remained a mystery until the primary system, bihI a shorter
Fear himself appeared today because ballot.
six-ye-

day.

"The state will show," said Brennan, "that for eight years there has
existed a criminal conspiracy between members of the police department and a gang of confidence men
by which the police received a division of the spoils in return for immunity from arrest and prosecution."
Escda is one of eight indicted Offcase he la
icers. In the present
charged with the larceny of $S05 from
an Italian farmer named Foida. Tho
prosecution estimates that Maurice
De Martini, who is under sentence of
five years, and his gang cleaned up
$300,000 during the period of their
alleged immunity.
WILSON

HAS PITY

Washington, May 28. Tho plight,
of three little motherless girls working In a southern cotton null ami
needing the help of thoir father, Marlon Cook, serving a two years'
term for illicit distiUIn
in
North Carolina, caused PrcsUlr'at
Wilson today to rcn.it the ?lu0 fine
which, was a part of Cook's Bfutfii.'
and which he was unable to pay. Coo';
was convicted at Ashvi'1, N. C,
as a result of the presides r
w'.H be released June 18.
pent-tentlar-

i
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TWO
may pres ribe, and one number plate. for which no iniulstimeut has been
The fee for a dealer in automobiles iprovidiod, upon convucljion
thqreof
and the like shall be $12 per year, per- shall be punished by a fine of not less
mitting, the dealer or manufacturer to than $2$ nor more than $100, or by
drive machines for exhibition pur- imprisonment for not less than o0
poses on the public highways.
days or more than SJO da. a, or both.
Xo other fee has to be paid exo$ pt
"Any person operating a motor ve- a fee of not more than 50 cents, pro hide by which injury is caused aeci- vidde that towns or cities require the dentally or otherwise to any person
same for registration.
who shall fail to stop an'i tender asRegarding brakes and passing on sistance to such injured person, or to
the road and so forth the law says:
his name, residence and the
give
"Sen. 10. Every motor vehicle op- number of his motor vehicle to the
erated or driven upon the streets or person injured thereby, or who shall
public highways of this state shall bo fail to report such accident or Injury
provided with adequate brakes in to the nearest police officer or magis
good working order, and sufficient to trate, upon conviction thereof shall
control such vehicle at all times, and be punished b ya fine not exceeding
a suitable bell, horn, or other signal- five hundred dollars, or
by imprison
ing device, and shall during the per- - nient for a term not exceeding six
iod from one-hahour after sunset months, or both,
f
to
hour before sunrise dis-- j
"Any person who shall wilfully
play at least two lighted lamps on the make any false statement in order to
front, and one on the rear of such secure a license such as is provided
vehicle. Every person oneratine or for in this act nrmn mnviVHrm thpra.
driving a motor vehicle on the public ot shall be punished by a fine not exhighways shall also, when approach- ceeding one hundred dollars, or by
ing an intersection or cross road, or imprisonment not exceeding 90 days,
J

NEW MOTOR LAW
IS OPERATIVE

JUNE II
STATUTE PASSED BY LAST STATE
LEGISLATURE
HAS STRINGENT PROVISIONS

The new state law in relation to
automobiles goes in to effect June 11,
1913. Some of the salient points that
are well worth perusal are: Licenses
are based on horse power and the
secretary of state can call on peace
officers to enforce the law. In case
of accidents it will go hard with
chauffeurs who drink, who are under
age, who are found without licenses,
and on mail lines, though no license
Is required, the driver will nevertheless be held responsible. All drivers
of cars in case of accident are requir- when passing another motor or other
ed to immediately give assistance, to vehicle, or herd of
cattle, sheep, goats,
give their names, to all those inter horses or other animals, slow dow i
ested, and to report the accident to to at least 15 miles per hour, and
officers of the law. In meeting pass shall signal in such, manner as to
giva
ing vehicles rules are laid down for warning of his approach.
signals, bells and brakes, and regu"Sec. 11. A person operating or
lations are laid down governing how driving a motor vehicle shall on sis- teams or vehicles shall pass on the liav bv raisine- - th hnnfl frnm a na-rhighway, also when passing animals. son riding, leading or driving a horse
A dealers' license is also required or horses or other
animals, bring such
and a city registration is provided motor vehicle to a stop, and if travelfor.
ing in the opposite direction remain
Every owner of a motor vehicle, stationary so long as may he reasonwhich
and able to allow such person to pass, and
applies to automobiles
cycles, driven upon the public high- if traveling in the same direction use
ways, is required to register his ma- reasonable caution in passing.
chine with the secretary of state on
"Sec. 12. Whenever a person driva blank provided for the purpose con- ing or operating a motor vehicle shal;
taining a brief description of the ma- meet in a public highway any other
chine, and the owner's name and ad- vehicle, such person shall turn to the
dress.
right of the center of the road a rea
The folowing annual fees shall be sonable distance so as to permit passpaid to the secretary of plate upon ing without Interference.
Whenever
the registration or
of any such person operating a motor
a motor vehicle in accordance with YehkiiB ghaij overtake any other ve
the provisions of this art:
hicle, he shall pass such vehicle on
T.ess than J 2 horse pojver $2.
the left hand side. Any person operT.velvo torse power and less than ating a motor vehicle shall, at the In2f i.orse power $1.
tersection of. public highways,
keep
Twenty torse power and less than to the right to the intersection of the
C(' horse power, ?6.
center of such highways when turnThirty horse power and less than ing to the right and pass to the right
40 horse power, $8.
of such intersection when turning to
1
r;ity horse power and less than the left,
w
oraa power, $10.
"Sec. 13. Any person who shall op
erate a motor vehicle while in an inFifty horse power or more, $12.
Upon the filing of an application toxicated condition, or any owner of
mid the payment of such fees the a motor vehicle who shall permit any
of state shall assign to such person under the age of 14 years to
motor vehicle and a distinctive number operate any motor vehicle or any perto son who shall operate a motor vehicle
mill, without additional expense
th" applicant, issue and deliver to the without a number or license as proowner a certificate of registration in vided for in this act, or who shall vio- tucli form as the secretary of statolate any other provisions of this act
lf
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Enclosed find 2c stamp covering postage on
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or both.
"Sec. 14. Any person operating,
owning or controlling a motor vehicle
running on, along or across public
roads, streets, alleys, highways, or
places much used for travel, shall use
the highest degree of care that a
very careful person would use unde:
like or similar circumstances to pre-evinjury or death to persons on or
traveling over such public roads,
streets, alleys, highways or places,
used for travel. Any owner, operator, or person in control of such motor
vehicle failing to use such degree of
care shall be liable for damages to a
person injured by failure of the owner, operator or person in control of a
motor vehicle, to use such degree of
care, and in case of death of the injured party, then damages may he recovered, as now provided or may hereafter be provided by law, unless the
injury or death is caused by the negligence of the injured or deceased person contributing thereto."
Fine Irrigating Projects and Good
Roads
State Engineer J. A. French, Commissioner of the Public Lands R. P.
Ervien and Judge C. J. Roberts re-

turned last night from a trip by automobile to Raton and vicinity. The
state engineer went there to inspect
the new Meloche Irrigation project,
which includes a well constructed dam
that has just been completed, about
16 miles from Raton on the Una del
Gato river, where that company has a
storage reeirvoir that holds 5,000 acre
feet of water. The enterprise is a private one, which is backed by a company that expects to do much to make
that part of the country prosperous
agriculturally. From Raton the party
went to Cimarron to look over the
Miami project, by which it is expected
to irrigate about 10,000 acres, and
where there is 2,000 to 3,000 acres
cow under cultivation. It is intended
to make a great future for the lands
that will be thereby irrigated. Mr.
French says that he will have to take
off his hat to the road board of Colfax
county for the splendid work that has
been done on the roads in that

trial tin of Instant Postum.

.

Address

Grocer's name..

The New

Food-Drin- k

Instant
Is in

thousands of homes where health is valued.

Former coffee users who have felt the pinch of indigea-tion- ,
headache, heart disturbance, nervous irritation, etc.,
have written by the score, telling of remarknble benefits following the change from coffee to Instant Postum.
A level teaspoonful in an ordinary cup of hot water dissolves instantly and makes it right for most persons.
A big cup requires more and some people who like strong
things put in a heaping spoonful and temper it with a large
supply of crem.
Experiment until you know the amount that pleases your
palate and have it served that way. in the future.
"Thanks for the sample of Instant Postum sent me. I had been

drinking coffee for a long time and thought it would be difficult to give i
up, but I was mistaken.
"While I was drinking coffee I always felt exhausted and I weighed
but 112 lbs. After using Instant Postum I soon recovered and now am as
healthy as any person can be. I now weigh 120 lbs. and am steadily gaining in weight." Name given by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.

Postum comes in two forms.
Regular (must be boiled).

Instant Postum doesn't require boiling, but is prepared
instantly by stirring a level teaspoonful in a cup of hot water.

Doth kinds are sold by grocers everywhere.
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OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT

HOPPERS

Wash Suits are especially desirable for the warm summer days-- no
garment will impart that appearance of freshness and daintiness
necessary to the well dressed woman, so easily as a desirable Wash Suit.

GOVERNMENT
ENTOMOLOGIST
ADVISES TAKING STOCK OFF
INFECTED DISTRICT.

Style, Service and Comfort

Hoswell, N. m., May 2S. The Pecos valley need fear no trouble from

the grasshoppers up near Elida, This
is the statement of Dr. A. G. Ham-mathe government entomologist located here, who was detailed to look
into the numerous hoppers in that

are combined to a maximum degree in these garments, at a
price which
put them within the reach of all.

r,

We are showing an excellent Ifne of very dssirable Wash
Suits in
all sizes, made from a variety of materials, including Linen,
Linenne,
Poplin and Ramie cloth in white and all desirable colors. All are well
made and neatly trimmed in braid, buttons or
contrasting colors Let
us show you these garments.

section.
Dr. Hainmar made a careful inves
tigation of the infested district Sun-- 1
day, and wired the government the

report.
He says that he finds thab they are
migratory grasshoppers, originating
from a swarm that settled on the
plains below Elida last fall and laid
their eggs. .These eggs have now
been hatching.
The first hoppers hatched about
three weeks ago and are now about

BUSTER

an inch long.
The infested, area covers ovei a
hundred miles square, and all of the
young hoppers, not being able to fly,

are marching northeasterly.
Mr. Hammar says it will probably
take several weeks or months, possibly more, before the hoppers develop wings when they will likely all
fly off towards the east a considerable distance from where they originated.
The infested area is naturally
badly damaged, said Mr Hammar, tor
grazing purposes, and it is to be advised that the stock be moved.
"In regard to remedies," said Prof.
Hammar, "it may be possible to place
ditches diagonally across the part of
the land the grasshoppers are on and
to dig pitfalls at the intersecting
points thereby many hoppers can be
destroyed."
Very likely some action will soon
be taken. The Santa Fe Railway company had two men detailed in the
area Monday, who intend to put out
poison bait and it is also hoped that
some
may be secured
from the federal department of agriculture.
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Established

1862

Rheumatism Quickly Cured.
"My sister's husband had a attack of rheumatism
in his arm,"
writes a well known resident of Newton, Iowa. "I gave him a bottle of
Chamberlain's Liniment which he
applied to his arm and' on the next

and
DOUGLAS

SHOES for
MEN

SoutKSidaPlaja

Jefierson Raynoids, President.
Hallett Raynoids, Cashier.
h. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

B. Raynoids, Vice President
S. B DavlB, Vice President

K.

morning the rheumatism was gone."
For chronic muscular rheumatism you
will find nothing better than Chamberlain's Liniment. Sold by ail deal
ers.

'
VHIS INTERESTWOMAN
A family doctor said recently that
women come to him thinking thai
they have female trouble, but whe.'

he treats them for their kidneys and
bladder they soon recover. This is
worth knowing and also thtt Foley
Kidney Pi'ils are the best and safest
medicine at such times. They are
tonic In action, quick In results. They
will help you. O. G. Schaefer and Re
Cross Drug Stor.

HOW'S THIS?
Foley Kidney Pills repay your conWe offer One .Hundred Dollars Rein their he ling and curative
ward for anv case of Catarrh that fidence
cannot be cured b Hall's Catarrh qualities. Any kidney or bladder disease not beyond the reach of mediCure.
F. J. CHENEY & v,0.,
cine will yield to their use Mrs. CorToledo, Ohio.
delia copeland, Ardeola, Mo., says, "I
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, had kidney and bladder trouble for
and believe him perfectly honorable over a year and 5 bottles of Foley
in all business transactions and finan- Kidney Pills cured me." It is the
cially able to carry out any obliga- same story from every one who uses
tions made by his irm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, them. All say, "they cured me," O.
Toledo, Ohio. 'G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- Store.
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Testimonpiais sent free. Price 75
Your druggist will refund money
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drugif PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
gists.
Take Hall's Fami'iy Pills for
any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
or Protrdin? Piles in 6 to 14 days.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

.Interest Paid on Time Deposits

GOAL
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE
I ofMmln

,

AND RETAIL

If. C OtiB&itt

50c.

SEEK
Name

PECOS VALLEY IS

TO

BREAK A WILL.

Hackeusack, X. J., May 28. A
hearing to set aside the will of John
S. Lyle of Tenafly, who died on July
26, leaving an estate of several mil
lion dollars, was held in the Orphans'
court here today. Mr. Lyle, who was
a member of the firm of Lord and
Taylor, New York, was 92 years old.
lie left the greater part of his fortune to his young wife, Julia. Gertrude
Ly'ie. Nephews and nieces to whom
he left only small bequests are seeking to have the will set aside on the
ground that for a long time prior to
his death Mr. Lyle was of unsound
mind and incapable of disposing of
his vast estate. Undue influence on
the part of his wife is also alleged
by the contestants.
CONVENTION

OF

DUNKARDS.

Warsaw, Ind., May 28. The yearly conference of the Church of the
Brethren, known also as Dunkards
and German Baptists, opened a ten
days' session today at Winona Lake.
The gathering is the largest ever accommodated at that resort. It is estimated that there wil't be 50,000 delegates and visitors present before the
end of the week. They have been
coming from all over the country for
ten days in vehicles, on the trains,
many walking. The conference program consists of daily sermons by
leading Dunkard ministers, a monster
g
cerebarbecue, a public
mony of the members of the church
and a grand song service Sunday
night.
TENNIS

AT SACRAMENTO
Sacramento, Calif., May 28. Several
of the expert tennis players for
which the Pacific coast is famous
were on hand here today at the opening of the annual tournament for the
Central California
championships.
--

ELI CREW OFF FOR GALES FERRY

New Haven, Conn., May 2S. The
Yale varsity crew, accompanied by
coach and trainers,
left today for
Gales Ferry to begin training on the
Thames for the
boat
race June 20. The crew will, have
about a week more than usual on the
Thames, the earlier date having been
decided upon to allow of mora "con-

'J

Yale-Harvar- d

RED CROSS DRUG CO.

O. G. SCHAEFER.

centrated" training.
man living at Auburn, New York,
a severe attack of kidney and
bladder trouble. Being a working
man, net wanting to lose time, he
A

fdSKSHsaErssEEassia

had

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

cured

himself completely by using
Foley Kidney Pills. A year later he
says: "it is a pleasure to report that
the cure was permanent." H.s came
is J. A. Farmer. O. G. Schaefor and
Red Cross Drug Store.
MANITOBA W. C. T. U.
Portage la Prairie, Man., May 28.
White-ribbone-

d

Most Prompt and Effectual Cure for
Bad Colds.
When you ha o a bald coid you
want a remedy that will not only give

relief, but effect a prompt and permanent cure, a remedy that is pleasant to take, a remedy that contains
Chamberlain's
nothing
injurious.
Cough Remedy meets all these requirements. It acts on nature's plan,
relieves the lungs, aids czpectoratica,
opens the secretions and restores th'
syBtem to a healthy condition. This
remedy has a world wide sale and
use, and can always be depended
"Pon. gold by all dealers.

$50,000.00
Vc

Cunningham, President
Frank Springer,

J. M.

D.

T.

K.

S.

Hoskins, Cashiw.
Lewis, Ass't. Cash.

LAS VEGAS

visitors from all parts

of Manitoba thronged this city today
for the opening of tne annual provincial Convention of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union.
The convention program extends over three
days and provides for addresses by a
number of noted temperance leaders
of Canada and the United States.
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Office With the San Miduel National Bank
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H. W, KELLY
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President
Vice President
Treasurer
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them to talie out their notions and
,
beliefs
on
sensitive
boys."
"You know that a new attempt has
been made largely in the Presbyterian church," said Dr. Van Dyke in
"eager-hearted-

his plea before the presbytery, "to
exalt the letter above the spirit In
judging of the fitness of men for the
Christian pulpit. Four true hearted
and devoted young men, among whom
is my dear son, who is to bo ordain
ed tonight have offered their lives to
the service of Christ in the ministry.
"They have confessed their faith
in God the Father as the almighty
ruler of the universe, in the JMy
Spirit, speaking in the Bible as the
supreme authority in matters of religion, and in Jesus Christ as the Divine , Redeemer. But a protest has
been made against their acceptance
because they cannot give a literal affirmation to certain test questions
proposed by a theological inquisitor.
Dr. Van Dyke Stands With Them.
"The presbytery of New York lias
warmly welcomed the young men and
disregarded the protest. But it is being pushed in public and private, and
the effort is made to produce a judgment that these young men are heretics and that the church ought not to
receive them as preachers of Christ.
"Well, whatever comes of the protest, I wish to take my stand with
these young men. They are my
brothers in the faith. If they are unfit for the ministry, I am unfit.
"I hold with them that the questions they could not answer about
the patterns of the Tabernacle and
the literal interpretation of the virgin birth and the physical death of
Lazarus are not essential to the
Christian faith.
"If I refused the right hand or fellowship to those young followers of
Jesus I should be ashamed to look
my Savior in the face. If the Presbyterian church should reject their
services or cant a slur upon their sincerity it would cripple its own
strength and betray its own cause.
"God forbid
that such a thing
should happen. Heresy trials are the
delight of the ungodly and the despair of religion. But if such a thing
must come let it be fair and brave
and open. Do not try it on eager
hearted, sensitive boys. Try it on a
grown man who stands with them lit
the liberty wherewith Christ has
made us free."

"MAN

TIGER"

IS

PRICE

4

I hold with them that the
questions which they could not
answer about the patterns of
the Tabernacle and the 'literal
interpretation of the virgin
birth and the physical, death of
Lazarus are not essential to
the Christian faith. From the
Rev. Dr. Henry Van Dyke's
defense of his son and three
others accused of heresy.

That age-olconflict between a
literal interpretation
of the Scriptures and a freer, more modern construction put upon certain passages
has arisen to plague Tertius Van
Dyke, son of the Rev. Dr. Henry Van
Dyke, widely known Presbyterian
minister and literateur, and three-- j
companions just entering the ministry.
"I dare you to try me for heresy,"
says Doctor Van Dyke defiantly, "for
if my son is guilty, then I also am
guilty. His doctrines are my own
doctrines. Ris beliefs are my beliefs. Pick on a grown man. Don't
sensitive
beckle an
d

eager-hearte-

boy."

Doctor Van Dyke's son and Chalmers Holbrook, John A. Murray and
Philip S. Bird were ordained in
Christ church, New .York City, in
spite of the charge of heresy brought
against them by members of the minority committee of the Presbytery
of New York. These committeemen
are arranging to carry their protest
to the general assembly.
Stumbling Blocks In Their Pathway.
Doctor Van Dyke is widely known
because of his pastorate of 18 years
at the Brick Presbyterian church in
New York, his subsequent work at
Princeton university, where he occupied the chair of English literature,
and stands high among literary men
of the country for his verse and
prose.
He was moderator of the Presbyter-in- n
general assembly at the time It
met in Kansas City in 1903, and at
that time he preached the dedicatory
sermon in the Second Presbyterian
church at Fifteenth street and Broadway. The four young men were recently graduated from the Union
Theological Seminary in New York,
and the questions that now vex them
arose at the time of their final examination there. They do not subscribe
of the
to a lltera'i interpretation
story of Jonah and the whale, the virgin birth, the actual physical death
of Lazarus and certain descriptions
of the patterns of the Tabernacle.
With tears in his eyes Dr. Van
Dyke plead for the four young men
before the presbytery. He told them
that his son's doctrine was his own
doctrine and invited those who had
made the adverse report to "try a
grown man for heresy" and defied
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NORTH CAROLINA DENTISTS.
,
N. C, May 20.
Leaders of the dental profession in
all parts of North Carolina rallied
Winston-Salem-

anhere today for the thirty-nintnual meeting of their state association. The proceedings begin tonight
and will continue over Thursday and
Friday. The officers in charge of the
meeting are President R G. SherrM
of Raleigh, Vice President J. A. SinTreasurer R. M.
clair of Ashevllle,
Morrow of Burlington and Secretary
J. A. Martin of Raleigh.
h

NEW PRESIDENT INSTALLED.
Davidson, N. C, May 28. The com-

mencement week program at Davidson college culminated today in the
annual graduation exercises. Added
interest and importance was given to
the occasion by the formal inauguration of Dr. William Joseph Martin as
president of the college. The presidents ' or other representatives of
many of the 'leading educational institutions of the south took part In
the program.

if Gild for S ugIi Agony Ip

If is Entirely Unnsceessaryihaf Anjcns Suffer vviih
Isils, terhr.cbs, Abscsssss and Oth

Erypfi8 Seres.
Erery sprlr? a h09t of people are the
picture of woe; they suffer the intense
agony of carbuncles, bolls, erysipelas and
other extremely painful and often dangerous abscesses. All they require is to

V
Get Your Blood Purified With 8.8. S.
and You Won't be Tortured Like This.
get the stagnation out of their blood with
S.S. S.
This wonderful remedy works on the
princiDle of stimulating cell growth, of

enabling the blood to quickly Infusa new
life Into the tissues, to stop decay, to
prevent the formation of those accumulations of broken down cells that rapidly
multiply into the form of carbuncles and
other eruptions.
Science cannot explain Just why certain
elements In the blood , feed the bones,
others nourish the hair roots, and so on.
And it Is this same mysterious action of
S. S. S. that attacks all diseased spots,
drives away all germs, heals all sores and
supplants the activity of disease germs
with the powerful healing action of leucocytes. Remarkable testimonials have
been written that prove beyond question
there is no blood disease but what can
be cured by S. S. S. And in all those
cases that were treated with mercury,
iodides, arsenic, copper and other min
erals with no permanent effect, the most
astonishing recoveries have been made
by S. S. S.
There is not a blood taint of any nature
that can remain In a system fortified by
this most wonderful remedy, for It is
absolutely pure and contains only those
elements that the blood naturally assimilates, and which the tissues gratefully
accept. It agrees with the most delicate
stomach, even in those cases where the
use of strong drugs has so weakened
the digestive system that medicine cannot be given. Get a $1.00 bottle of
S. S. S. at any drug store and thus be
assured of a complete cure of any eruptive blood disease. If your case Is peculiar
and you desire special advice write to
The Swift Specllo Co., Medical Dept., 127
Swift Bid, Atlanta, Ga. '

SHEDDER OF MUCH BLOOD WILL
GIVE HIS OWN IN ATONEMENT
WITHIN TWO WEEKS
San Francisco, Calif., May 28. Af
ter staying his execution for more
than five years, by availing himself
of every legal technicality and every
court, Jake Oppenheimer, "the criminal of the century," will be executed
at the Folsom prison within the next
two weeks nnless the governor inter-

venes and commutes the sentence.
Oppenheimer, whose ferocity and
gained
murderous tendencies have
for him the name of "Man Tiger"
and have made him the terror of
guards and prisoners alike, is considered one of the most remarkable
criminals ever known in this part of
the country. He has a Ibng record of
crime and is known to have committed at least four murders.
Oppenhemier began his career of
crime in this city many years ago.
when he was employed as a messenger boy for a. tqlegraph company.
One day he was discharged by the
superintendent and promptly revenged himself by shooting the superin
tendent. Three years later he was
sentenced to 50 years' imprisonment
for robbing a drug store. A man namOped Ross testified against him.
and
to
Folsom
sent
was
penheimer
later, when Ross was also sent to that
institution, for some other crime, Oppenheimer awaited him at the prison
gate and stabbed him to death.
Some time after that Oppenheimer
murdered a guard named McDonald
at the prison. As a punishment he
was placed in solitary confinement,
but, obtained a file and cutting his
way out, he made a murderous assault
on a fellow convict, named John Wilson with a butcher knife. In 1901 the
state legislature of California had
death upon
passed a law imposing
any prisoner who should make an r
sault upon a prison official or a fellow
Under this law Oppenheimprisoner.
er was tried in October, 1 907, for his attack upon Wilson, who haddied from
Ophe effects of the stab wounds.
was
penheimer was found guilty and
sentenced to death. The execution
was set for June 6, 1908, but Oppenheimer, through his counsel, appealed
and fought his case through several
courts and finally the supreme court
of the United States. Every court
decided against him and the United
States supreme court upheld the validity of the California law. Oppenheimer made another attempt to save
his life by obtaining a writ of habeas
corpus and bringing the case before
the United States district court upon
the plea that the statute under which
to
Oppenheimer had been sentenced
death is retroactive and contraverts
section 10 of the constitution of the
United States, which forbids the passage of ex post facto criminal laws.
This case also was dismissed and
with that all resources of the law were
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EON CHEEK

TO PAY THE
Started

in Pimples. Nearly

LIFE FOR THE

One
Cheek Solid Sore. Very Fretful.
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Face All Healed Up.

.

MODERFORMER PRESBYTERIAN
ATOR STANDS UP FOR HIS
SON'S POSITION.

Elf

01

AH

MMEN
THIS IS THE SLOGAN OF
MAN

KingRley, Mich.
"Last May my thirteen months' old baby had a sore come on
her check. It started in four or five small
pimples and in two of
three hours' time spread
to the size of a silver dollar. It spread to her eye.
Then water would run
from the pimples and
wherevor that touched It
caused more sores until
nearly all one cheek and
up her nostrils were one
solid sore. She was very
fretful.
She certainly
was a terrible looking
child, andnothingseemed
to be of anv use. Than
got some Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment.She tried to rub off
everything we put on so that we would sit
and hold her hands for two hours at a time,
trying to give the medicine a chance to help
her, but after I washed it with Cuticura Soap
and then put on the Cuticura Ointment
they seemed to soothe her and she did not
try to rub them off. It was only a few
days bofore her face was all healed up;
and there has been no return of the trouble
since. We thought that baby's face would
surely be scarred, but it is not." (Sigacd)
Mrs. W. J. Cleland, Jan. 6, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout the world. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c. Sample free.

t

gerous of the prisoners. He was greatly feared not only by his fellow prisoners but also by the prison guards
and officials and for several years It
was considered necessary to
have
him watched and guarded by two
guards armed with loaded rifles.
was the most sullen and
refractory prisoner in the penitentiary
and on many occasions
it became
necessary to discipline and severely
punish him.
EVERY STREET IN EAST LAS
VEGAS
Has Its Share of the Proof That
ney Sufferers Seek
Backache

Kid-

weak?

Kidneys

New York, May 28. "When 1 see
flonien in the congested districts of
the large cities and observe them in
the factories and shopB, denied all the
joys and comforts of life, I long to
help them to get out on open fields.
said Mrs. Kate Trimble Woolsey of
New York, one of Governor Sulzer's
two delegates to represent the state
at the generaly assembly of the international Institute of Agriculture in
Rome.
"It is entirely feasible to
women
place
upon small acreages, where, with Intensive methods
of farming, they can gain, an independent living and acquire a competency
for old age. I believe that the propaganda 'back to the farm' is the on'y
one that offers working women relief
from wage slavery.
"During the past 40 years our population has almost quadrupled, while
farm production is about where it
was. It is useless to attemp to solve
the high cost of living problem through
prosecution of trusts or reduction of
tariff. It can be dona only by developing our farms."
(Mrs. Woolsey is a daughter of the
late W. W. Trimble of Kentucky, a
noted author, niece of Robert Trimble,
a justice of the United States supreme
court, and grandaughter of John Trimble of the court of appeals, who was
the writer of the first bill to secure
to marled women legal control oof their
property. Mrs. Woolsey herself is a
political essayist and the author of
several books.
"As our men will not willingly go
back to the farms we must Induce our
women to go," Mrg. Woolsey continu
ed. "We know that when they do
the men will follow. Intensive farm
ing such as women could do and are
doing in many parts of the country
means health, wealth and happiness.
Some expert has said that one active
person with one acre of good land can
feed nine people. Prince Kropatk'm
gives an even higher estimate. 'Two
acres of market garden," he says, "can
yield enough vegetables and fruit to
richly supply the table of SO adults
during the entire year.'
"A man in Reading, Pa., says he
saves $1,200 a year from two and one- half acres of land after he has fed,
clothed and educated three children
A man from New
Jersey Fays he
clears $S00 from two acres of land
planted to strawberries. A Michigan
man gets $1,000 a year from an acre
of onions. A Maryland man says he
clears $250 an acre from every acre
he plants to potatoes.
"Intensive farming is my project.
Women can gain independence from
agriculture. There are other openings
through farming, such as the raising
of dogs, cats, bees, silver foxes and
even frogs and turtles. Then, too,
fruit growing brings exceptional fin
ancial returns. Small berries and
fruits are easy to raise. There are
also horticulture and floriculture. And
the farm also offers to the delicate
n

Distressed with urinary ills?
Want a reliable kidney remedy?
Don't have to look far. Use what
East Las Vegas people recommended.
Every street in East Las Vegas has
its cases.
Here's one East Las Vegas woman's experience.
Let Mrs. L. J. Meyer, of 225 Railroad avenue, tell it
She says: "In 1902 a member of
our household gave a public statement in praise of Doan's Kidnev Pills
and confirmed it in January, 1907.
this person thinks as highly of Doan's
Kidney Pills now as ever. This remedy brought complete relief from kidney trouble which was shown by
pains in the back and other annoying
difficulties.
We
have procured
Doan's Kidney Pills at the Center
Block Pharmacy and have been bo
greatly benefited that we can speak
highly in their praise."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo.
New York, sole agents for the United
exhausted.
While awaiting the decision of the States.
Remember the name Doan's and
courts in his efforts to save himself
from the gallows, Oppenheimer was take no other. Adv.
Folkept in strict confinement at the
som prison. There he continued his
criminal career with unequaled cunwith
ning and ferocity. In company
two other prisoners, J. W. Finley and
Francisco Quijada, Oppenheimer made
an attempt to break out of the prison
at midnight on January 6, 1910, by
sawing the bars of their cell. They
would have succeeded had not Night
Cook-stov- e
detected theni
Quigmire
Captain
sneaking along ff corridor. He called
several of the guards and subdued the
j

Foster-Milbur-

n

New Ber8ction.
Oil

YaquI Indian,
Quijala, a
had. attacked some of the prison
guards several years before and had
also been sentenced to death under
the law of 1901. He also appealed to
the courts and his case was pending
at the time when Oppenheimer began
his fight for his life. There was con
siderable ill feeling between the two
prisoners from the very beginning
and their mutual hatred increased In
the course of time. The climax came
in September of 1911, when one morning Quijada challenged Oppenheimer
to a combat for life, while the prisoners were permitted to exercise in
the corridor of the prison. Qppenheim-er- ,
who had secretly prepared himself
for such an emergency, flung himself
upon the Indian and stabbed him to
death with a sharp piece of steel
which he had picked up in the prison
vard several months before and which
he had secreted in his matress ever
half-bree-

Cleaner than coal or wood.
Cheaper than gas.

d

since.

Although there was never a lack of
"bad men" in the prison, Oppenheimer
wag always considered the most dan- -

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque,
Butte, Boise, Salt Lake City
Cheyenne,
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If you are a sufferer from Glandular
Tuberculosis, or know of anyone so
afflicted, It might be well to Investigate
this case, where the writer declares after
a year of suffering, he found peruiauent
relief and full recovery to health
by
using Kckmau's Alterative, a medicine
which has been effective la many cases
of Tuberculosis:
Vol Laruston St., Phlla., Pa.
"Gentlemen : In March, 1009, I was
taken sick and my doctor pronounced
my catte 'Tuberculosis In the Glands.'
Medical treatment did not hlp me, and
on my doctor's advice, I went
to a hospital to be operated upon, but relief was
only temporary. I lost strength, and at
times would have cold sweuts and fever.
In April, 1910, I 'returned to the hospital,

but the contiuued operations were not
benefiting me.
"In the meantime, a friend of mine
advised Kckman's Alterative,
saying it
was good for Tuberculosis.
The wounds
in my neck were still open and iu a
frightful condition when I started to
take it. After using two bottles, I
found I was improving, having gained
weight, could eat, and was able to sleep.
I continued using it until I was well,
which was In November, 1010. Before I
took the medicine, I had three hemorrhages; since I have been taking it, I
have not had any.
On November 11,
1910, I started to work, and since that
time I have not lost one day's work
through sickness. I can highly recommend Ecknian's Alterative to anyone
who is suffering from Tuberculosis or
Gland Trouble, providing they take It
as directed. I will gladly correspond
with any party desiring further information of what the medicine did for me."
(Sworn affidavit) JOSEPH B. WHITB.
Erkmnn's Alterative Is effective In Bronchitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
Lung Troubles, and In upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries and write to Eckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for evidence. For sale by all leading druggists
E. G. Murphey and Central Drug
Company.
hablt-formln- g
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There are numerous places in the west and south
wheie women can sleep out of doou'
the whole year around and live iu
com tort in a tent.
Outdoor Li.e Means Health
"1 learned the possibilities of out
door life and the care of land in Call
fornia. I went there several years ago
tor my health. I was thin and anaemic and had a bronchial alfectioa,
though you wouldnt believe it now.
I lived out in the open, with not even
a tent over my head. You can do it
in that glorious climate. And just to
keep myself amused I dug holes in the
grounds and planted things just
made holes with an old knife and
dropped in seeds to see if they would
grow. And when 1 went back a few
years later there they were, plants,
trees and shrubs, all growing wonder
fully well and fruiting the results of
my idle planting and stirring of the
ground.
'Don't you see how simple it would
be for a woman to support herself on
a small place, ill the country? Then
are throughout the country countless
deserted farms where women could
get a foothold. Two or three women,
let us say, go out to some country
place near a village and, getting a lit
tle piece of land, start raising rasp-beries. At first they would have to
pay special attention to raising pota
toes, vegetables, chickens and other
things to feed themsehes on, but
gradually they begin cultivating raspberries, and soon they have a business established that will make ihein
comfortable as long as they live. And
it takes so little to start."
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LIST OF
IN

FATALITIES IN BOXING
PERIOD IS
APPALLING.

The following is a list of fighters
who have been killed in bouts in tha
ring, since 1903; their opponents,
place and date:
George Feeley, Jim Jeffords, Savaa.
nan, 1903.
John Peters, Pat Hermody, North.
Bergen, N. J., 1904.
Louis J)ro!et, George
Wagner,
Quebec,

1904.

John Han, Kid Dorsey, (colored).
Philadelphia, 1905.
Fred Ross, Jack Donnelly, Aber
deen, Wis., 1905.
Ralph Cohen, Charles Johnston, U.
S. battleship Olympia, 1905.

Charles O'Regan, Fred Northrup,
St. John, N. B., 190o.
James R. Branch, Jr., Miner Meri

wether, Annapolis,
Young Chille,

phia,
woman good health.

llA

1900. ,

Kid Griffo, Philadel

1905.

Alex Dobbins,
Ca'iif., 1906.

Chief

Johnson,

Col-m- a,

Harry Tenny, Frankie Neil, Frisco,
1906.

Shenston Wyer, Robert Lauder, Toronto, 1906.
Mike Genyo, Nick Verra, Connells-viil-

e,

Pa., 1906.
Harry McCarthy,

Harry Asbury,
Sharon, 1906.
Henry Strothkamp, Phil Ryan,
Greenwich, Conn., 1906.
Jack McKenzie, Terry Martin, Portland, Me, 1906
Richard Munson, Walter Robinson,
Buffalo, 1906. .
Young Greenburg, Eddie Tancel, La
Salle, 111., 1906.
Mike Ward, Harry Lewis, Grand
Rapids, 1906.
.
Johnnie Crowe, Billy Snailham, Seattle, 1906.
Calvin Good, Jim Gaines (colored),
Fargo, N. D., 1906.
John Mees, Neal Dever, Philadelphia, 1907.
Peter Hagan, Johnny Hogan, League Island Navy Yard, 190S.
Willie Robinson, Charles
Wolf,
Philadelphia, 1908.
Emmet Brown, Fred Lucas, New
York, 1908.
Leek Allen, Fitz Futzenberger, St.
Joseph, Mo., 1908.
Victor Lyons, Milwaukee Kid, Austin, Tex., 1909,
Jimmy Ryan, Young Ev
nan, 1909.
John Vanderbeck, William Ganey,
New York, 1909.

B

John Murray, John Tay'ior, Philadelphia, 1909.
Harrion Foster,
, battleship
Vermont, 1909.
Tommy McCarthy, Owen Moran,
Frisco, 1910.
Tho great calamity tn uinaha was
Max Lundy, Joe O'Brien, Boston,
quickly overshadowed by the terribly 1910.
disastrous flood3 in Ohio. Great suf
Frank Cole, Stanley Rodgers, Phil
fering and sickness from eclds and adelphia, 1910
exposure resulted. L. Poole, 2217 CaliGilbert Trebau, Frank Kelzer, Pasfornia St.
writes:
Omana,
"My
saic, N. J., 1910,
daughtr had a very severe cough and
Ginger AVilliams, Kid Kranmeth,
cold but Foley's Honey and Tar ComCoaling, Cal., 1910.
pound knocked it out in no time."
Aloise Wilkowski, Harry Gilmore,
Refuse substitutes.
O. G. Schae?er
Chicago, 1910.
and Red Cross Drug Store.
Curley Watson, Frank Inglis, Lon-

don, 1910.
ROBBERY MYSTERY.
John Heflin, Willis Elder, Fort
Chicago, 111.,
May 28. Detectives Baker, Cal., 1910..
believe that the arrest of Michael J.
Fred CastQr, William Clothier, Phil,
Flanagan, Charles O'Leary and Wil- adelphia, 1910.
liam J. Lawlor, who were given a preKid Fisher,
Frank Hall, Enid,
liminary hearing in court today on Okla., 1910.
charges of being connected with the
Kid Hyland, Fred Munns, Buffalo,
robbery of the New Westminster, B. 1911.
C, branch of the Bank of Montreal,
W. H. Brinkmeyer of St. Lotus,
will ultimately lead to a clearing up
, gunboat Tacoma, 1910.
of the mystery of the great robbery
Hugh Grant, Tommy Welch, New
and the recovery of much of the loot. York, 1910.
Flanagan, who is a Chicago saloonEd Scully,
battleship New
MAY SOLVE

Bakes Bread to Perfection

prisoners.
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c! Glands; Now Well
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keeper, is alleged to have had thousands of dollars' worth of the stolen
bills in "his possession and to have
disposed of many of them through
O'Leary and Lawlor.
The robbery of the New Westminster bank occurred on September 14,
1911, and was one of the most remarkable thefts of its kind in recent
years. Notes and gold amounting to
about $375,000 were stolen. The robbers bound the watchman, dynamited
the vaults and fled in an automobile.
Finding they had more 'loot than they
could carry they hid $24,000 beneath
a wooden sidewalk in the city. On
January 12, 1912, John McNamara,
known as "Australlafl Mack," was arrested in New York and after a fourteen months' fight against extradition
was returned' to New Westminster,
where he and four alleged confederates are awaiting trial. It is believed
that the Chicago arrests will lead to
the capture of another member of the
band who is known to bo at large
and1 who is believed to have posse
sion of the buik of the stolen money:

Hampshire, 1911.
Kid Gardner, John Kain, Philadelphia, 1910.
William Luke, Joe Clancey, Water-bur-

y,

Conn., 1911.
Joe Keitcheii, Biyy Walters, Chicago, 1912.
Raphael Beill, Bill Ecernden, Paris,

France,

1912.

George Nussern, Joe Dragons,
N. Y., 1912.
Clyde Lincoln, Deno Ty3on,

Pa.,

Yonk-ers-

,

Sun-bur-

y,

1912. ,

Kid Rose, Sailor Smith, Brooklyn,
1912.

)

Albert Yelle, Young Ritchio, Taunton, Mass, 1912.
Tommy Lavelle,

Pittsburg,

Swat

Adamson,

1913.

Bill Allen, Thurman Brady, Lansing, Mich., 1913.
Irish Jack Smith,
Chick Rose,
Brooklyn, 1913.
Nig Clarke, the old Cleveland backstop, batted for .414 in 1.;,) Erst t;;it
games with the Indian!) pel! r?.A.
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STRANGE CASE OF YOUTH WHO
ESCAPED FROM ATLANTA
JAIL IN 1895

EDITOR

M. M. PADGETT

basis for damages and the defense
would combat
the attitude of the.

Entered at the postoffice at East plaintiff.
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans
Attorney Pound here rose and said:
mission through the United States
"At first I wanted to sue for $50,-00mails as second class matter.
but Colonel
Roosevelt insisted
that the amount asked for should be
nominal. He did not want to be vinTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ffut wanted merely damages
dictive,
Carrier
Dall, by
for
the
of a falsehood."
publication
-- ? .05
Per Copy
It was slated by Mr. Belden that
.15
One Week
case
.65 the pecuniary damages in this
Oca Month
sum
under
the
law
be
from
7.5C
any
might
One Tear
six cents to $60,000, regardless of the
Daily, by Mall
amount asked in the suit
50.O0
One Tear
Whether the alleged 'nbel was true
3.00
Six Months
or not, Mr. Belden argued, the defendant believed the. article to be true
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
and did not publish it out of malice.
GROWER
Attorney Pound, for Colonel Rosse- 52.00
One Tear
velt, said he would not oppose the at
-- 11.00
Six Months
titude of the defense that the admln- slon of
hearsay evidence,
the colonel's reputation
upon
bearing
Mail
SubscripAdvance
for
in
(Cash
as to liquor, was merely to mitigate
tions.)
damages.
or.
or
money
Remit by draft, check
He contended, however, that such
der. If sent otherwise we will not
should not be admitted unevidence
be responsible for loss.
should
first be proved that the
less
it
Specimen copies free on applicaof the reports before
defendant
knew
tion.
he published the article and believed
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT them to be true, and based his article on them, believing them to be
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
true.
PAID FOR
"Under the position of the deAdvertisers are guaranteed the fense," argued Mr. Pound, "a man
largest daily and weekly circulation may be as pure at St. Paul and his
of any newspaper la northern New reputation may be ruined in a moTne
Mexico.
ment by a lot of
two points attempted by the defense
TELEPHONES
are incompatible. You cannot mitiMain 2 gate and deny at the same time."
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main 9
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Libel suit decisions were cited by
Mr. Pound. In one case a man merely had said: "He stole my horse."
WEDNESDAY, MAY 2S, 1913.
Another case was that of a woman
who sued for libel because an editor
had said: "She stole a pocketbook
MR. WILSON'S IJUGABOO
which she found on the street."'
"The defense has said this case is
President Wilson has discovered a
shouted Mr. Pound.
unprecedented,"
the
"dastardly conspiracy" against
has been a rethere
is
true
that
"It
tariff bill, in the shape of a lobby
of a former preson
the
luctance
part
"backed by unlimited money" which
but I can
is being spent for the purpose of ident to come' into court,
the king
where
case
recent
a
cite
you
"creating an appearance of public
a man for
of
prosecuted
England
eome
of
the
opinion antagonistic to
with being a bigamist
chief items of the bin." Mr. Wilson charging him
woman
while he was a
a
In
marrying
is too honest 9, man. to be opea to
married the
the suspicion that ha Is not sincere sailor, and before he
it
have been a
Would
queen.
present
issued from tne
in his statement
to have come
editor
the
for
defense
unHe
House
White
yesterday.
into court and say: 'Oh, I only knew
doubtedly has been led. to believe
I heard, and I publish what I
what
that there Is such, a villainous plot.
"
'
And yet what ha chooses to designate hear.'
of attorneys, in the
The
arguments
as a conspiracy la in all probability
absence of the jury, was still on
simply a general protest of the peocourt was adjourned until 2
when
ple of various states and districts
this afternoon.
o'clock
against tariff legislation, which, win
Greater crowds than any since the
their
respective
seriously Injure
trial of the suit began, surrounded
court house this afternoon, and
the
one.
Is
which
in
There
way
only
for admittance. So great
clamored
an unlimited amount of money could
became
the
jam on the long flight of
be spent at the nation's capital and
to the main entrance
the president declares that there Is steps leading
for the sheriff
was
that
it
necessary
where it is being spent. This one
10 lock the doors, so that the attor-- '
sucone
not
whose
way, however, is
entiled to seats incess would reflect creditably upon neys. and others
to enier by a slue
side
were
required
the honesty of the members of con
door. All the balconies in the court
gress. Indeed, the very expression room
were filled, chiefly with women
of fears for the success of the "con
to get a glimpse of the lor-manxious
spiracy" is a distinct charge of moral
president as he sat back of an
weakness against the people's repreisolated from his attorneys,
somewhat
The latter have done
sentatives.
while evety- eeat n the tioor of tne
tatr
them
nothing thus far to make
room, including many chairs placed
subjects of such suspicion. In fact, in
the aisles, were occupied.
they have been deplorably firm in
court convened at 2 p. in.
When
their determination to carry out platcontinued their arguthe
attorneys
form pledges and party doctrines at
over legal questions, the jur- ments
busithe expense of the country's
nrs havina heen excluded
ness Interests. It would be much
Robert Bacon, formei secretary of
better if they would display some
and former ambassador to
state
"weakness" in the people's behalf, a
scheduled as the plalntirr'B
France,
little more leaning in their direction.
witness to follow , O'Loughlin, found
The charge of a "conspiracy" and himself locked out when he returned
a tbotomiless barrel" has $n un- for the afternoon session. Mr. Bacon
pleasantly demagogical sound. It is went from one door to another sees-intrue that the people In various states
entrance without avail, although
who eee their Industries-- threatened
court was already in session.. Efefct-uall-y
with .destruction and the country's
Sheriff Malpney observed his ef
prosperity menaced, are making tam- forts and admitted Jiimtt&hd he
s
senators' to pre
est appeals
find thaj, the lawyers. were
to
relieved,
vent such, legislation, But the asstill arsum points" of law.
sertion that anybody is"" spending unis
limited money for such a purpose
Witness 1$ "In Bad."
more In consonance with the loose
Frank Harper, secretary to Colonel
statements of a small politician than Roosevelt, last night received a telewith the dignity of the president of gram asking him to arrest James
the United States. The president's Martin Miller if he ehould appear m
shriek of alarm sounds tamiliar. The Marquette. The telegram said that
toIco is the voice of Wilson but the Miller was wanted in New York on a
thoughts are the thoughts of Bryan. charge of grand larceny.
Miller was one ot 40 persons wno.
It looks very, much like another
"cross of gold" touched up for the signed depositions for the defendant,'
occasion.
George A. Newett, in the Roosesvolt
libel suit Attorney Horace Andrews,
of the defense said' that Miller could
not
be brought here as a witness, as
much
Crawford Did Newrlch. cut
was
he
beyond the Jurisdiction of
the
around
in
his
of a swath
trip
Judge Flannlgan's court, and that the
world?
had not settled on what depodefense
whenever
rrabsMw Why, man,
be introduced in eviwould
sitions
cut
nis
he
to
a
place,
camel
public
he
dence.
name in the woodwork.
-

years
Atlanta, May 28.Eighteen
ago Will J. Myers, then a youth of
20, twice condemned to be hanged for
the murder of Forrest J. Crowley of
Roswell, Ga., escaped from the Fulton
county jail. He has never been seen
or heard of authoritatively since. Today, the authorities, still eager to lind
him, have not even a theory as to
what became f him. He left behind
a pretty fiancee, but not even she ever
heard from .him afterward. To her,
as to all others who knew him here,
he is dead.
Some believe that he never left Atlanta alive. A sewer manhole near

--

where he eluded his pursuers after
leaving the Jail suggested the theory
that he had taken refuge in the big
underground pipe and had perished
there, but there is no shred of evidence to sustain the theory.
Myers escaped October 21, 1895. He
was a dapper young fellow, had been
out of school but a short t'me, and
was generally popular. Ac Gordon
Military institute he was captain of
cadets.
It was generally understood that
they Myers and the girl, were to
have been married in the spring of
1894, but he was in jail for the CrowShe refused to believe
ley murder.
him guilty.
"I know Will didn't do that awful
deed," she said. "He couldn't do it-- he's
too good."
But the evidence against him was
he was convicted and
overwhelming;
condemned to death.
When, one day, he bolted from jail
her emotions were suddenly transformed Into unutterable joy. Day after day she gleaned the newspapers
been
to ascertain whether he had
caught or whether the detectives had
obtained a tangible clue.
Myers had been twice tried and
twice convicted. After the second
conviction another appeal was taken
to the supreme court and this appeal
was pending when he fled.
The officers of the law and the pub
lic generally were convinced that his
escape from jail was aided. It cost
Jailer Pollock, who was on duty at the
time, his job and resulted in a new
regime in the sheriff's office at the

gossip-monger-

following election.
About 4 o'clock in the afternoon of
Monday. October 21. 1895. a woman
friend of the Myers family called at
..he jail to see "Willie". Jailor Pollock
islead of admitting the woman to the
prison, brought Myers down to the
office. On his way down Myers bor
rowed a hat from a negro prisoner.
He was sitting in the office chatting
with his caller when the jailer opened
the door to admit another visitor. This
door was the only obstacle between
the condemned man and freedom.
Leaping from his seat he shoved

er

-

.

I

I
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and needed extra stock. He had heard
that Crowley had some fine mules for
sale.
On the pretext of buying mules he
Induced Crowley to come to Atlanta.
Crowley shipped several mules in advance and with his father, Seaborn
Crowley, then one of the most promi
nent men in that section and now in
the real estate business in Atlanta,
met Myers. He had brought with him
several hundred dollars. Myers suggested to Crowley that they drive out
to the "works," and hired a horse and
buggy from the stable.
Late that afternoon Myers returned
alone with the buggy and paid for its
hire. Forrest Crowley was to have
met his father at a certain point
down town after the drive, but he failed to show up. The father, becoming
alarmed, notified the police.
Next morning Crowley's body was
found in a clump of weeds In a secluded spot beyond West End. He
had been shot in the back of the head
His money was gone. In the mean
time Myers had disappeared.
When he was captured and brought
back to Atlanta he protested innocence. A mythical character of his
own creation rose up and figured in
the two trials. Myers admitted going
to the sfcene of the murder with Crowley, but said that they were accompanied by a third man "Brown Allen;" that he (Myers) remained in
the buggy while Crowley and this man
walked over the hill; that the man returned to tl e buggy aloue and said' he
had shot Crowley. Myers said he then
drove back to the city and that
"Brown Allen" left the bugy in the
outskirts and boarded a trolley cr.
The.prosecution showed that Myers,
just before boarding the train for Cincinnati, made a purchase at a clothing store at the corner of Whitehall
street and the railroad. This was before the time of the Whitehall street
viaduct. The drug store of Brown and
Allen was then just across the street
from the clothing store. To one standing in the door of this store and looking across the street the drug store
sign appeared to read "Brown Allen,"
a telegraph pole hiding the "&." A
photograph showing this was put in
evidenceto prove what the state contended that this was the origin of
Myers' "Brown Allen."
MORSE REGAINS
CONTROL
New York, May 28. Charles
V.
.Morse was elected today president of
the' Hudson River Navigation company, owners of a line of steamers
operating on the Hudson river. Morse
was head of the company in 1909, but
was deposed a year late. John W.
McKinnon, who succeeded him, sold
his interest in the line to a syndicate
of bankers who placed it in Morse's
hands, thus giving him control.
NOTICE.
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DO IT ELECTRICALLY

o
o
o

is the prize winning slogan
THE SOCIETY FOR ELECTRICAL 'DEVELOPMENT, Inc., announces after careful consideration of nearly three Jhousand designs and slogans submitted by various contestants, that the prize of $100 for the best slogan to popularize electricity was
awarded to five contestants who submitted the same slogan:

(3

C)

"DO IT ELECTRICALLY"
The five contestants being:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

,

,

E. B. Featherstone, Pacific Gas & Electric Co., San Jose, Cal.
K. Tornberg, 91 Hanover St., Lynn, Mass.
Max Lowenthal, New York.
C. B. Biggers, League of Jovian Interests, St. Louis, Mo.
J. A. Burk, United Electric Light & Power Company, New York.

The $100 prize for the most suitable trade-mar- k
design was awarded tp
The prize winning design is reproduced herevith:

Philip S. Dodd, New York City.
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"DO IT ELECTRICALLY

o
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THE SOCIErY FOR ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT,

Inc., and the undersigned,
its local representative, desire to thank the many people who contributed suggestions for their interest in the contest.

"DO IT ELECTRICALLY"
"A Twitch of the Switch" and Electricity will serve you in a thousand ways.
Electricity makes your home brighter and more attractive.
Electricity does away with the housewife's drudgery.
Electricity is the most efficient form of power.
An Electric Sign is a business gttter.

At your request our representative
write or phone for an appointment.

will be pleased to consult with you.

Tim Lnu VogG

Sfscf

Just

Pbvjop Co.

The Public is Entitled to Courteous Treatment and to Best Possible Service. "

oooooooooooooooooo
down at 57
'o
as last night to
rA- to
57
close
The
sagged
57,
was steady at 57
under
for July,
last night.
July oats, after starting unchanged
to 3S,
to a shade lower at
rose to 38 Vs.
First sales of provisions were unchanged to 10 cents with September
deliveries as follows: Pork $19.65 to
to $11.15; ribs
$19.70; lards $11.12
to $11.30. The closing quo$11.27
tations were as follows:
Wheat, May 91'a; July 91; Sep
December 92.
tember
Corn, May 57; July 57'i; September 57; December 56.
Ooats, May 42 V; July 38; September 37; December 38.
Pork July $20.12; Septembei

FULLY

$1,050

AT YOUR

EQUIPPED

000R

3738

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
c'iuh has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenig's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed to hunt or
fish upon this property except mem$19.77.
bers of the club, and all persons goLard, May $11.12; July $11.07.
ing there must be prepared to show September $11.17.
a membership card in this organizaRibs, May $12.50; July $11.65; Seption.
Otherwise they will be arrest- tember
$11.35.
ed for trespassing.
Pollock aside and darted through the
THE LA JARA HUNTING
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
On the steps he stumbled
doorway.
AND FISHING CLUB.
New
York, May 28. Liquidation
and fell, but regained his feet in an
was again distinctly in evidence durFair
corner
of
to
the
instant and ran
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
ing today's early stock markets. Inistreet, a short distance away, and up
Kansas City, May 28. Cattle, re- tial prices reflected relative steadiFair to Capitol avenue. Jailer Pollock ceipts' 5,000. Market steady to 10 ness in
the more representative shares
leaving the door open, pursued him cents lower. Native steers $78.65;
severe declines in St.
further
despite
about two blocks and then fell jp southern steers $5.757.00; southern Louis
and San Francisco issues,
exhausted.
against, a fence, seemingly
cows and heifers $4.506.75; native which
yielded all the way from maAnd Myers got away.
cows and heifers $4.508.40; stack- terial fractions to seven
points for the
This was Myers' second flight. His ers and feeders $G.508.10; bulls $6
first preferred stock. Improvement
from
Afled
He
first was a failure.
7.25; calves $6.50(5)10.25; western was not long sustained,
however, all
tlanta immedaitely after the murder steers $6.75 8. 25; western cows
the
market
leaders
their early
losing
was
of Crowley, but a few days later
$4.507.
advantage with substantial recessions
Cincinnati.
in
captured
Market 5 to in Amalgamated and American SmeltHogs, receipts 12,000.
Just before leaving Atlanta Myers 10 cents lower. Bifik of sales $8.45
ing.
Among the minor specialties
visited a barber shop and was shaved 8.55;
heavy $8.408.5O; packers and Distillers' securities fell over
four
and had his hair dyed. When the Job butchers $8.
lights $8.4n
458.B2.;.,
the
five per cent bonds
and
nine
was finished the barber remarked: S.C0;
pigs $7.257.75.
points. Bonds were heavy.
"Your own mother wouldn't know you
Sheep, receipts 8,000. Market steaThe market became quite active at
what I want,"
now." "That's just
Muttons $4.250' 6. 25; Colorado midday, when, at the expense of quotdy.
Myers'J replied.
Iambs $7.258.50;- range wethers and ed values, more
leading issues scored
The scene, of the Crowley murder
yearlings $4.507; range ewes $1.25 lower prices, with espeijialf pressure
in ISM was just beyond Davis Park,
- ( - a
' in Uiiion
6.00.
Pacific, Reading, Steel and
half a mile from the Gordon road. My
, ,,
Amalgamated. ,
ers .svent to Roswell and, introducing
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE:: .
'Activity': abated, somewhat In the
homself to young Crowley, representChicago, May 28. Opinions by crop later trading, but" prices evinced little
ed himself as a railroad contractor in
experts that rain within a week would tendency to recover more than mere
search of mules He was doing some make a wonderful difference in the
fractions. Selling of Canadian Pacigrading near Atlanta, he explained, dry sections of Kansas, had a bearish
fic continued, with a new low record
effect today on wheat. Openin price's for Pennsylvania.
Attorney Says He Wants Miller.
adranged from a shade off to
The market closed heavy. Liquida
New York, May 28. Assistant Dis- vance.
to
91
at
started
July
91,
in minor stocks stopped
tion
and
totrict Attorney James B. Reynolds
unchanged to
higher and decline! shorts covered in J.he active shares,
had
the
he
that
confirmed
report
day
to 9iy2. The close was steady with
forcing rallies of a point in Reading
asked for the arrest of J. Martin Milnet lower at 91.
July
the Pacific.
and
at
Les
Aix
ler, formerly consul
July corn, which opened the same
The last sales were:
If he appeared at Marquette as
73
Amalgamated Copper
a witness In the Roosevelt libel suit
..110
Sugar
Miller Is Tinder Indictment here on a
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
99
Atchison .
charge of grand larceny in connection
160
Reading
Mr.
with, a check transaction.
Between
Rey- LOST
drug
Murphey's
90
store and the Hot Springs Boule- Southern Pacific
nolds sent a dispatch to Frank Har151
vard, a new eoft feat hat. Finder Union Pacific
per,' secretary to Colonel Roosevelt,
60
leave at Optic office and rective United States Steel
requesting that woifl be sent here If
'
06
United States Steel pfd'....
Miller appeared.
reward.
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Romero is here from
on, a short business visit.
CAR
William May, representative for the
Kilns Coat company of Chicago, was
a business visitor here today.
W; M. Jackson of Denver came in
this afternoon for an ' indefinite stay
In Las Vegas.
He will enter the' emAUTO
ploy of the Mountain States Telephone
company, relieving one of the operators, who will take a vacation.
A. C. HEPNER, THE CHAUFFEUR,
Alfred Livingston, formerly a stu'escapes UNINJURED, BUT
dent of the New Mexico Normal UniMACHINE IS DAMAGED.
versity, and a member of the Normal
orchestra, came in this afternoon from
Yesterday evening at about 7:30
SwarU, New Mexico. He will remain o'clock the automobile
belonging to
in Las Vegas during the coming sum- F. L.
Myers, superintendent of the
mer.
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
Joe Freda, who recently waa men? railway, and one of the street cars ol
tioned as a possible figure in the San the Las
Vegas Light and Power comFrancisco graft Investigation, under pany, Motorman Leon Thornhill, colcharge of a guard from the Illinois lided on the corner of Washington
state penitentiary, passed .through avenue and Sixth street. A. C. Hep-nehere last night on train No. 2 on the
driver for the Whalen garage,
way Jfrom Los Angelas to Jo'ilet, 111. had taken 'the wheel of the auto at
Freda, is being taken to Joliet to an- the Myers residence on Sixth street
swer a charge of violating his parole. to drive
it back to the 'garage. Whiie
He was arrested In Los Angeles sevmachine around in the
the
turning
eral weeks ago on a charge of bun- street it was hit by the
trolley car
coing workmen by means of changing before
Hepner could change his
billhooks while pretending to make course.
a business deal.
Who is to blame for the accident

WEDNESDAY;. MAY' 23; 1913.

Cleofes

HITS

STREET

PERSONALS
;,.r;. A. H. Went of Levy came in
this afternoon for a few days' visit in
Las Vegas. .
Pedro Delgado of Raton came in
last night for a short business visit
in Las Vegas.
C. C. Rudd of Tucumcari came in
last evening for a short business visit in Las Vegas.
John Miller and J. F. Bell of Tucum
cari came in last night for a short
visit in Las Vegas.
Mrs. S. 'B. Hobb o Raton is in Las
Vegas for a few days, visiting her
daughter, Mrs. M. Harvey.
Mrs. Ed Hasty of Rowe came In this
afternoon for a few days visit with
her parents, who reside here. ,
G. H. Hunker returned this afternoon from Albmjuerque' where he" has
been for the past ' lew days on business.
John L;- Zimmerman and a- party
left yesterday afternoon for La Cueva
on a short visit. They made the trip
by auto.
Mrs. J. A. Barnes left this afternoon for Santa Fe where she will
spend the coming three weeks visiting
relatives.
Leonard Hoskins left this morning
;'or Santa Fe with an Overland car,
carrying Frank Springer and party for
a short visit there.
a well known
A. F. Spiegelberg,
business man of Santa Fe, came in
last evening for a few days' business
visit in Las Vegas.
Miss Lucy Myers left this afternoon
for Wichita, Kan., where she will remain for the comitig month visiting
relatives and friends.
Mrs. Ed Gillette left this afternoon
for her home in Albuquerque after
having been a resident of Las Vegas
for the past few weeks.
Deputy United States Marshall Enrique Sena loft this afternoon for Raton on a short business visit in the
interest of the government.
.T. F. Ward sheriff of Quay county,
rama in last night 'from his headquarters at Tucumcari for a short business visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Mossiman left
this morning for their ranch at Beu-hiafter having been visitors in the
city for the past few days.
(v. S. Gamer, representative for the
Remington Typewriter company, came
in last night from Denver for a short
business visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Elzea of Chanute,
Kan., came in last night for a few
days' visit in this city with their son,
who is a patient at a local hospital.
Miss Ruby Ryan, for the past three
years a familiar figure in the' dining
room of thelCastanedahotellleft
this
afternoon for Chicago where she will
reside indefinitely with her relatives.
J. T. Shoemaker drove in from ills
ranch at La Cueya this morning In
his Ford auto for a short business
visit. He will return tomorrow with
his children, who have been attending the New Mexico Normal University for the past year.
Mrs. P. A. Pearson of Kinsley, Kan.,
who has been a visitor In Las Vegas
.for the past few weeks, left yesterday evening for her home. She wiU
visit friends in Raton for a short
while before proceeding to her home.
Dr. Pearson also will leave shortly for
'
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SCORE

THE MYERS

A REAL

HIT
ANNUAL CLASS PLAY SETS NEW
STANDARD IN LOCAL AMATEUR THEATRICALS
in amateur theatricals as known in Las Vegas was established last night by "Fanny nd
A new standard

You
'a
4

Have

Positive
Proof

When

your canceled check is returned lo you by (his insiiiutian that you

have made payment to the proper parties. Start a checking account and
pay all your bills by check. It is the convenient and modern way and
you are sure to obtain a receipt for everything you pay for.

We Pay 2 Per Cent Interest On ihe

Daily Balances of Checking Accounts

THE PEOPLES BANK
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Capital

the Servant Problem," the annual
class play of the New Mexico Normnl
University. To those who witnessed
the performance it Is unnecessary for
The Optic's critic to attempt to praise
the production; they know without
the Influence of printer's ink that it
was wonderfully good. But the capacity of the Duncan opera house is not
capable of accommodating the entire
community, and to those who were
so unfortunate as not to have been
present, The Optic will state In fur
therance of their miseiy that they
missed one of the best stage produc
tions, amateur or professional, that
has been given in Las Vegas In many
months.
If the Normal could produce such
successful plays every year, it would
soon become a school for students of
the histrionic art, persons aspiring for
honors on the stage demanding that
they be admitted as students But
the Normal this year, judging from
last night's performance, has turned
out a class of teachers, musicians and
characactors, showing the
ter of the training given In the big

closing. The members of the orches
tra are:
Maureen Harper, first violin; Edward Hite, first violin; Lola Hixen-baugh-,
second violin; Alfred Livingston, second violin; Ottway C. Zingg,
first cornet; Pryor B. Timmons, second cornet; Volney
first
Poulson,
clarinet; LeRoy Brown, second clarinet; Howard Petersen, flute; Omar
Barker, trombone; Ernest Guerin,
drums and bells; Liva Lichty, accompanist; Marguerite Cluxton, leader.
has not been decided. A number of
Mr. Guerin, with the drums, took the
people who witnessed the smashup
of John Cook, a Normal student,
Two farmers down in Georgia were state that it
place
the
to
them
appeared
who was unable to be present.
silting on a rail fence discussing the motorman was not attending to his
Before the play began the Normal
greatness of Uniteu States Senator A. duties as he should have, and others
O. Bacon of that state. They were In
University band, directed by O. C.
say they got the impression the
entire accord on the phy'sical, menial chauffeur was asleep on his job, but,
Zingg, played an excellent program.
The band, too, like the other Normal
and oratorical supremacy of Bacon ft all events, the fact remains that
over any other man that ever lived. ihe Myers auto will be in the shop
institutions, has made great progress
In the midst of their talk a stranger for a few weeks on account of the acthis year. If it were possible to hold
drove up.
the organization together for another
cident. The rear end of the machine
"You seem to regard Senator Bacon was
year. It would become one of the leadpractically put out of commisas a very great man," he remarked.
ing bands in the state. Mr. Zingg de
sion and the car sufiered generally
"He's the greatest man in the his- on account of being pushed by the
serves greate credit for his success
The members of the band are:
tory of the world," the Georgians de- street car for a distance of several
clared In chorus.
Frank Condon, tuba; S. Omar Bar, ,
feet. Hepner escaped injury. A cou- state school.
"You don't think he's greater than
It is certain no professional theatri ker, baritone; Frank H. H. Roberts,
ple of years ago the A. A. Jones auto
any of the twelve apostles, do you?" and a street car collided in about the cal company could find a prettier or Jr., alto; Carl Ellis, solo cornet; Paul
asked the traveler.
same vicinity.
more selfpossessed star than Miss Marselle, first cornet; Robert Zingg,
"Well, maybe not," replied one of
Lucy Clement, who headed the cast second cornet; Sketchley Moore, first
them, "but you see, Bacon Is young
of "Fanny and the Servant Problem." clarinet; Howard Petersen, piccolo;
yet."
BELL FILES PLEA
Archibald, snare drum;
Where, too, would such an organiza- Caldwell
tion find a stage director who cou'ei Frank Culberson, alto; Chesley Thotake amateur talent and turn out a mason, Bb base; Leopoldo Armijo,
cast than did Miss May Ross? tenor; Clare Koogler, alto; Alfred
better
BANQUET WILL
Each one of the young actors did Livingston, tenor; Pryor B. Timmons,
his work extremely well. The part oi solo cornet; Philip Callahan, first cor
BE HELD THIS EVENING iViAN ACCUSED OF PERJURY "Martin Bennett", a butler with a net; LeRoy Brown, solo clarinet; Vol
SHOWS DETERMINATION
sense of responsibility for running the ney Poulson, first clarinet; Carl
TO
bass' drum; Presentaclon MortiFIGHT HIS CASE HARD
entire household in which he was em
NORMAL GRADUATES
WILL BE
carried by Howard B. mer, snare drum; Solomon Galleogs,
ployed, was
ENTERTAINED BY MEMBERS
James Bell, charged with perjury in Petersen in a manner that brought out property manager; Professor Ottway
OF FORMER CLASSES.
connection with hia testimony in the all the fine points of the role. Pryor C. Zingg, director.
cuttle stealing case of Louis Roberta B. Tlmmons as "Lord Bantock" was
Following the play the members of
The annual alumni banquet of tne iiiid
John Lumpkin, which was heard excellent. Mary E. Hays as "Susan the cast,, the entire senior class, the
New Mexico Normal University will
at the November term of the district nah Bennett," an extremely meddle faculty and a few friends of the
be given tonight at the Castaneda
court, this morning filed' a plea In some servant, portrayed the part care- school were entertained with an in
hotel." At this affair it is expected
abatement.
District Attorney Charles fully. "Jane Bennett," "Ernest Ben- formal spread at Potter's by Dean
that the alumni present will outnum-ge- r
V. U. Ward asked for time in which nett" and "Honoria Bennett," memFrank Carroon and Francis Kelly.
all attending former banquets.
to prepare an. answer, which was bers of the retinue of servants, play
With the graduating
class of this
The case had been set for ed respectively by Grace Elliott,
year, which Is the largest that halt granted.
this
morning, and a number Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr., and Rose
ever been graduated n the state of bearing
RANDALL CAPTURED
were in the court room Kellogg, could not have been Improv
of
witnesses
New Mexico, it is expected that over
Lucero
Aurora
ed
and
Pauline
upon.
to
ready
testify. Bell was indicted by
100 guests will be present.
as the "Misses Wetherell",
IN ENID, OKLAHOMA
The alumni banquet, since the or- the present grand jury. He was a Jaramillo,
sisters of Lord Bantock, were two of
witness
the
for
defense
in
the
trial
ganization of the alumni association,
has been one of the main social of two men charged with stealing cat- the most handsome and winsome
events of the school year. The alum- tle from the Bell ranch. The men, maiden ladies ever seen on the Las FORMER LAS VEGAN, ACCUSED
LOCATED
ni always throw out the hearty hand Roberts and Lumpkin, were convicted. Vegas stage. And they handled their
AFTER LONG SEARCH
to their new members who are soon They have appealed their case to the parts beautifully. Chesley Thomason i
as "Dr. Freemantle" admirably porto enter the battle of life. Although supreme court.
The remainder of this morning's ses- trayed the family doctor who prefers
Albuquerque, N. M., May 28. Unthe alumni list of the New Mexico
Normal University is not the largest sion of the district court was confined the administration of kindly words dersheriff Dick Lewis today received
witticisms to pills and a telegram from Sheriff Ed Shields,
in the state, it is rapidly growing and to the hearing of the civil suit of and
rowders.
of Enid, Okla., to the effect that Rob
Romero
all members are proud that they were Maigaiito
against
Alyer
Omar Barker as "George P. Newt," ert S. Randall, alias Gordon,
alias
once members of the institution that Friedmann and others. The case
a lease upon the Romero home former business manager of "Lady Gates, had been apprehended there,
is now becoming one of the largest,
best equipped, and best
managed on the West side and certain mort- Bantock," who was an actress before and Deputy Sheriff A. C. Burtless wUl
Kinsley.
leave tonight to bring him back for
in
schools
the entire southwest
gages. Manuel C. de Baca represents her marriage, was typical of the
loudvested theatrical man. trial.
Romero, while Harry Bowman of SanRandall has signed a waiver of ex
ta Feisattornep for the Friedmanns. Lucy Clement as "Lady Bantock" did
Yesterday afternoon Najeed Maloof about the finest work ever performed tradition, a second telegram says, and
and Joseph Fram, after an examina here by one other than a professional there will be no. delay In bringing him
tion in open court, were admitted to actress. If she wishes to make the back to this city. He is charged with
full citizenship in the United States stage a profession, there Is no doubt the embezzlement of a considerable
The men formerly were subjects of of her success. Pryor B. Timmons as sum of money from the Brown and
'
Turkey. They reside on the "West side "Lord Bantock" enjoyed the unalloy- Brother Mercantile company, the com
and are successful business ben with ed envy of the masculine portion of plaint having been sworn out Decem
the reputation of being good citizens, the audience in being permitted to ber 26 last. Randall was employed
The court sessions of yesterday af make love to so pretty and talented aj as a salesman by the concern, whose
ternoon and this morning, were devoid young woman during the four acts of local head is Fred Kahnt. He was inof proceedings of interest. The grand the play. And it was noticed that he dicted by the spring term of the grand
jury and bond set at $1,500.
jury did not report any indictments was particularly good in the
Mrs. Nevada Briggs,
scenes.
says:
at either session, and no cases of more
Randall was employed here by the
Agnes Brinegar, Mina Pochel, Josethan parsing interest were heard.
"There ia just one way to make your calces rise high' and evenly. Lucy Las Vegas
Louise
Mercantile company, and
Young,
Trahey,
phine
give them time to rise before a crust is formed and the batter is
'
stiffened by cooking."
Floyd, Willie Mae Culberson, Phoebe while in, this city was more or' less'
, ,
Russell and Fabiola C. de Baca, as a prominent ill religious work,' holding
"If using a gas, gasoline or oil stove, light your oven when vou Dut
Tl IS TIME
the cake in and keep the flame low until the cake has doubled in bulk; '
bevy of actres, were on the stage but a high place in a local' church.- While
'
to'
then increase the heat until it is evenly browned and will
a ,few minutes, but they kept proceed-- j all his actions here, with the
respond
exception
the pressure of the finger. If using a coal or wood range, leave the
ing moving' 4n a lively manner during that he failed to pay a few bills, seem
oven door Open until the cake is in; then turn on the drafts and
JUST, WATER that time.
by
ed to show that he was oh the square,
the time the oven is at baking temperature, the cake will have
Great credit is due to Miss May his past records are said to be shady.
raised sufficiently."
Ross of the Normal faculty, who diUnder the name of Gordon, Randall,
IT WAS NOT LIQUOR THAT CAUS- rected
For rich, moist, feathery cakes Mrs. Bri :s always recommends
the play. The play demonstrat- several years ago, was a member of
ED BERNARDO MARES TO
ed that it had been prepared for un- the Colorado legislature, it is said,
SHOOT HIS COUSIN
der the direction of one who Is thor- ana mere earnea ror nimself a repuoughly familiar with the work. Miss tation of being Unscrupulous In many
Waion Mound, N. M., May 28
Ross has directed several successful different ways. While in New MexDuring a quarrel over water in an
plays here, but this one eclipsed all ico Randall had a fair reputation, unIt is double acting and sustains the raise.
ditch Alejandro Mares was her former efforts.
til the embezzlement of a large sum
You can open and close the oven door, turn the
shot through the arm yesterday afterThe Normal orchestra,
tin around in the oven or do anything else
of which of money that was credited to him.
noon by Bernardo Mares, his cousin. Miss
necessary, without any danger of making the
Marguerite Cluxton is leader, In Colorado bis reputation is said to
The
shooting occurred at Ocate. played an interesting and diversified have been just the opposite.
cake fall.
When
The bullet from a heavy caliber pistol
Try your favorite cake next time with K C Baking
' nl
v ft,
prgoram between the acts. This or- the charge of embezzlement was
Powder and see how much, higher it will rise. Make it
punctured Mares' arm and lodged in ganization Is made up of excellent brought against Randall in
Albuquerjust as you always do, with the same quantity of bakine:
his side. It was removed by surgeons.
musicians and Miss Cluxton has suc- que a number of his Las Vegas friends
powder. While K C is less expensive than the old fashwho said that Mares' condition was
ioned baking powders, it has even .greater leavening
ceeded in bringing them up to a state doubted his guilt. Randall, it is said,
no't dangerous.
strength and it is guaranteed pure and healthful.
Deputy Sheriff
of perfection that was a surprise to once admitted he had gone by the
left here this morning for Oca- the audience. The music department name of Gordon. He said he had rea can and be convinced
Try
60
te to arrest the man who did the of the school has made great strides
formed, and asked that the matter be
shooting.
forward during the school year Just kept quiet.
r,

St. Louis

$111,000

National League.
at Chicago; clear

Senior class

poned.

Y. M. C. A.

8

o'clock.

BASEBALL

American

NOTES.

League.

at Cleveland; two games.
Detroit at St. Louis; clear.
Washington at Philadelphia; postChicago

The Pacific Coast league teams are
going along at a merry clip, with
less than 200 points separating the
top and bottom of the league stand-

poned.

Boston at New York; two games.
American Association.
Toledo at'Columbus; cloudy.
Kansas City at St. Paul; clear.
Louisville at Indianapolis; clear.
Milwaukee at Minneapolis; clear.
Western League.
Denver at De3 Moines; clear.
Wichita at Sioux City; clear.
Topeka at Omaha; clear.
YESTERDAY'S

ing.

BASEBALL

National League
At Boston Boston,
New York,

At Chicago

2; St.' Louis,

Chicago,

1.

;

American

j

.

2.

Western League
At Omaha Omaha, 14; Topeka, 2.
At St. Joseph St. Joseph, 5; Lin--

coln, 0.
At Sioux City

Sioux City, 5; Wich-

ita, 4.
At Des Moines
Moines,

8; Des

'Denver,

4.

STA1110F
National
Club

Philadelphia

....

Brooklyn
Chicago
St. Louis
New York

Pittsburgh
Boston

Cincinnati
American
Club

CLUBS

League
Won Lost
7

.753

19

14

,57c

19

17

.528

ills

17

,514

16
16

16
19

.457

.,13

18

.jo

25

.24

10

24

12

21
19

16

Washington
St. Louis
Boston

13
14

23
20

Detroit

15

Philadelphia
Cleveland
Chicago

New York

Pet.

22

League
Won Lost

9

16

,

24
24

Winning 26 out of the first 35 games
has placed the Mobile team away out
in front in the Southern league pennant scramble.
In Rip Watson, the St. Joseph team
has one of the finest hitters ia the
Western league. He played with the
Hastings Nebraska State league team
last season.
Jack and Eddie Onslow, who were
with the Tigers last season, are not
getting on "slow" with the Providence
team. Both boys are playing the old
game In great feaSg,
Manager George
Ileckart, of the
York
league team, will carry only one catcher this reason
Heckert deciding fiat Joe Knotts can
handle all of the games.
Waterloo and Cedar Rapids, the two
new members of the Central association, are traveling far apart la the
association pennant race. Waterloo
is leading and Cedar Rapids is in the
cellar.
Manager Frank Chance, of the Yankees, takes his turn on the coaching
lines this season. When with the
Cubs he was a bench, manager strictly, allowing his athletes to do thu
coaching.
Pitcher Mamaux, a former Pittsburg rookie, has been showing great
stuff with the Huntington team, of the
Ohio State league.
Cobb, of the Tigers, Jackson, of the
Naps, and Collins, of the Atheltf-- s,
are engaged In a great battle for the
'
American league batting honors.
Clyde Milan, the Washington star,
has landed in his old place at tha
head of the list of base stealers la
the American league.
1
Tri-Stat- e

League
Philadelphia,

At Philadelphia
Washington,
At St. Louis St. Louis, 3; Detroit,

Eh-rlc-

.500

'

,419
.286

Pet.

cuI

.70' Denver
.667 Lincoln
.568 St. Joseph
.543
.452
.412
.385

Western League
Won Loat

Omaha
Sioux City
Des Moines

Topeka
Wichita

13

20
21

13
14

17

x7

.16

16
18
19

.618
.605
.600
.500
.500
.453
.424

24

.294

15.

'

14
10

SilllEU
ALL POINTS

EXCURSIONS
IN COLORADO

10

"FTTH
I.

hand-holdin- g

-

IT

'MS

rOWDER

o

Pet.

20

23

Cakes

the baking expert,

i

TOMORROW

Cincinnati at Pittsburg; cloudy.
New York at Boston; cloudy.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn ; post-

of Baking

BANKS

.

-

at the

MM

A New
Method

TRUST
CO.
.

r&

TODAY'S BASEBALL

j

well-time- d

I;

I

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to Sep-

tember 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
(Pueblo . . $11.90
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'is $13.70
(Denver,
$16,60

..

Tickets

are first class fcod for stop

overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares to oilier points, please
call at ticket .office.

j
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OPTIC'S

Advertising

PLATE- -

f

FRENCH'

can be

"Where shall go?"
"What shall I do?"
"What shall I wean"
"What shall I eat?"
"Where shall I live?"

tained in this

I

ALL

and

attractive
proposition. The
Moonlight Bait Company, Paw Paw,
Mich.

ob- -

WANTED

room

Dining
Railroad avenue.

city from

GROCER--

PAN8FORD
8. Meet

t

WANTED Agents to handle our line
of casting baits. Big money ror
live men. Send 50 cents for sample

EMPRESS

V

MAIN

Petten, Secretary.

E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. B4t
O. of B. B, Meets
every flrai
NO, 2, Tuesday of
month in the vestry

S

WANTED

pAjSMAN

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, u. S
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,

girl.

403

CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYMASONS Regtlar eon- vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
Blood, Secretary.

CHAPTER

NO. 2, O. E.

first and inlrd Friday

at 7:30 p. m. in Mason'o Temple,
Mrt. J. O. Rutledfe, Worthy Matron; Mr. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

Wanted

GREY (STER- LING) FINISH

V

J-

-

I.

rooms of Temple Montefiore at
o'clock p. m. Visltlns brothers art
cordially invited.
Isaac Appal
President; Charles Greenclay, See
retary.

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Mees every Monday
night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglab
avenue,at
8 o'clock,
Visiting m rubers are
J. C. Werts,
cordially welcome.
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.

Two

experi B. P. 0. ELKS Meet second
and
enced specialty or advertising sales
fourth Tuesday evening of each
men for staple meritorious,
highly
month Elks home on Ninth stree'
advertised line handled by all clas
and
Douglaa avenue. Visiting brotb-ersars
of merchants.
Large.' well
cordially invited'. Gov. Wm.
known manufacturer.
Positions of
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Confer excellent chance of advance
don, Secretary.
ment.
Men worth $3000 per year
i
tit
vvrue
box 4o, Iowa City, Iowa.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN-CINO. 804. Meet a aecond and
WANTED Plain sewing.
Telephone
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
Vegas 292.
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem
hers are cordially invited. Richard
WANTED T.nw
Ova tiai in ilttUUO.
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
Apply s. B. Rohrer, 1004 Eighth St

April 1, 1913.
Notice is hereby giveu that Vin
cento Ciddio ol Kast Laa Vegas, who,
on December 16, 1907, made home
stead entry. No. U5201, for VV V, NW
Yi section 31, W V, SW
section 30
township 14 N, raise 17 E, N. M. P.
M., has filed notice of intention to
make five year proof, to establish
.
ciaim to me iana aoove aescriDed. be-fore Leo M. Tinton. U. S. commis- sioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on WANTED Dlnimr room ,h
x,..
"
1
r, mm.s.
juuo i,
mark Restaurant.
Claimant hames as witnesses: Vic-torino Aheyta and Pedro Ciddio, East WANTED Four mules
ranging from
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenciana Tru
5 to 6 years in age.
Not to exceed
jillo, Las Vegas, N. M., Lucinda J. de
56 inches high and weighing 900
Trujillo, East Las Vegas, N. M.
to 1,100 pounds.
Inquire of AlbuMANUEL R. OTERO,
querque and Cerrillos Coa'i Com
Register
pany, Madrid, N. M.

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth Btreet. All visit
Ing brethren cordially invited to
tend. F. D. Fries. N. u.; Gut
M. Elwood.
Lehman, V. G.:
1.

i

t.

Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
Hedgcock, cemetery trustet.

Secretary;
C. V.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourth
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Dep-

uty. Visiting members are
cially welcome and cordially

of human, everyday questions.
You will find them all answered
in the pages of the modern, pro-

gressive newspaper.
i

........

I

uj.

TAX PAYMENTS

People read advertising now
for instruction and information,
as well as for its "bargain'' possibilities.
in-

spirations and suggestions constantly come to you if you take
advantage of the advertising
pages of this newspaper.

For Sate

DORADO

t

LODGE

NO.

KNIGHTS OF PY
TH I AS Meets e
ery Monday even
ing in Castle Hall

7?

Visiting
Knight
are cordially invit
Chas. Liebaco
Chancellor
aer,
Commander. Harry
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and

ti

HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A.
.

Hu"

Attorneya-at-La-

Las Vegas

New

Mtc- -.

DENTISTS
DR.

E.

HAMMOND, DENTH".
Crockett BuiMlns.

L.

Office Telephone.- -

Main
Main

House Telephone
DR.

F.

"

.hw

HUXMANN

B.

Dental work of any descrtpnoa
moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main
East Las Vegas, N, M.

bedrcom
508 Main Avenue.

Schley.

vnMwvn

.mTfW!Nrrn

Treasurer and

Collector, San

Phone Main 227

FOR

RENT-Furni- shed

(pottage,

CARRIAGE

41

6.

SIGN PAINTING

'

HERMAN
429 GRAND AVE.

N. O.

in

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each
Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 Iba., Each

Eighth street.

mr

a

rorks store.

'urnished

rooms over

FOR RENT

Desirable lieht hoi,a
keeping rooms, modern, with sleep
ing porch. 1030 Fifth street.

8IGN PAINTING

AND

AGUA PUR

and Glazing.

Eatlmatea Cheerfully
eat Side Plaza

?5he

LOCAL

.

.

THE

.

Given.
Old Tow

511 KTinth

EAST BOUND

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

No.

Bepan

2
4

....

S.

.

.

10

1

3..'..

7....
9....

.

a:l0

p. oi
1
.05 p. m
2:05 a. m
1:45 p. m

WEST
1:20 p.
6:10 a.
4:20 p.
6:35 p.

:15 p
11:05 p. a
2:10 a
2:10

BOUND
m

m.....
m
m

Modern

street.

ANT Ads
Are Best

furnished flat,

Market Finders

ftlisceitancous
i

PRIVATE board
room.

Mrs.

Classified .ada. search out the people to whom among al!
those who MIGHT BT?Ythe particular thing is worth most.

with or without
De) Chambers. 710

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST vo someoie
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear
your property unless it were advertised here.

Grand avenue..
1:46
8:15
4:30
7:00

p.
a.

COMPANY

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Suite of nicely furnished
nousekeeping rooms, electrict Hehta
uuiu, etc. Excellent location.
918
Eighth street.

CASK)

Arrive

A

100 lbs.
100 Iba.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lb.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

No.
No.

per
per
per
per
,...50c per

Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aa
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.

suitable for light housekeeping. In
quire 623 Twelfth street. .

lardwood Finishing, Paper Hanglai

20c
25c
30c
40c

Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

Te'ieDhone 317

PETER P. MACKEL
HOU8E

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES

four room
take Invalid

Will

AND

Don't neglect your ad

1200

For Rent

Miguel County, N. M.

AUTOMOBILE,

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Miss

a
Health a Factor

In

SflP-r.e-

e

r The largest factor
success is undoubtedly Lealth.
i an man's
nas peen ooserved that a man is
seiaom sick wnen nis bowels are regIs never well when thpr arc
ularhe
a tor- constipated. For
constipation you
p.
p

Sallow complexion W duo to
and
liver.
will find nothing quite so good as
HER.BINE
purifies
pid
nnt
strengthens the liver and1 bowels and Chamberlain's Tablets. Thov
restores the rosy bloom or health to only move the bowels but improve
ana strengthen the di- the cheek. Price EOc. Sold by Cen- the appetite
gestlon. They are sold by all deal- tral Drug Co.
erg.

i
i

!

Professional Health Culture for Ladlai
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Seal
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m

"""'CRYSTAL; 'iCE

iq--

;t

Dentist

Subscribe for The Optic.
Notice is hereby given that any
Seal.
T
mrlll
1019
ta'Oa vat unnaM fnr
uul
ca6 Jessamines, 75
become delinauent o& June 1. 1913.
Cents a dozen- - perry Onion.
and after Jnlv 1. 1913 win h
to a penalty of five per centum
FOR SALE A good
refrigerator; J.
Further notice Is hereby given, that
L. Baker. Normal nr v M n a
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
of
the public sale of all 100
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
published
BUFF ROCK baby chicks, 12;
property upon which taxes of A. D.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
casn with order. Mrs. M. E. Stev- 20c per 100 lbs
1912 remain unpaid at the date get
ens, Humboidt, Kan.
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
for such sale, and such property up
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
on which taxes of 1912 are then delln- - tjr,ITOTTTT"
40c per 100 lbs
HOUtEHOLD goods for sale. Inqui
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
quent. will ba sold as reauired bv the
50c per 100 lbs
at 1005 Grand Avenue.
session Laws of 1913.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,L
nr,m
A

espe-

ATTORNEYS

a

And so on down the long list

New ideas, new thoughts,

NUMEER.

SILVER
BEAUTIFUL

Secretary.

I. O. O.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
V
H, GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD
;

.an

Aular

EMPRESS
FLOUR really is.

1

W. M., H. S

t

Wm. P. Mills,

cent per line eacn inaertlon. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
No ad to occupy let apace than two
conclave i
d Tues
llnet. Ad
advertla mnt
charged Jr--"
day in each month at Mar
will be booked at space
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. O. H.
actually tat,
without regard to number of worda,
Klnkel; B. C; Chaa. Tamme. ReCaah In advance preferred.
corder.

e7er

J

vited.

AOVER.

Five

do any
when
way
you
learn how Much

Meets aecond a
'
evening eaei
month at W. O. W. Hall. Viaitlai
brothers cordially Invited.
Dr.
W
Houf. Dictator; J. Thormita

Thursday

munication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Viatting
brothers cordially in

TI8EMENT?

something

you 'd

106S

AND CAFE

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & L. o. O. MOOSE
A. M. Remilnr
.nn,.
fourth

COLUMN

It 's giving you
a present for do- -

ing

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

FLOUR
.1

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND RcGULAS DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-i- f you use
EMPRESS

SIC

ohe

1

Others, who read and ana rer ads. in this newspaper want (sj
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machlnwry
and furniture, articles of ssefulness of any sort, and musical .
strumenta.
As the classified ads. are read by all poaaihle buye.s, of all
yj
slble sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best our
kets.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

senger ship, work upon which will begin as soon as the boat with which he
is about to experiment, has been (successfully operated.
Atwood invited Mayor George T.
Lehrer of this city to accompany him
on his first trip in the "flying boai,"
but the invitation has not been acThe aviator agreed to push
cepted.
the boat along at any rate of speed
the mayor might specify, between 10
ATWOOD SAYS NEW and 60 miles an hour, and at a height
AVIATOR
WILL
of from one to one thousand feet
MAKE Ai MILE A MINUTE.
above the water.

TO OUTRUN TRAIN

WEDNESDAY, MAY 28, 1913.

SEVEN

BATTLE OF FLOWERS COSTLY

WHEN

TACT WON OUT

Conflict, With Posies for Ammunition,
Occurs Annually In Paris on the
Promenade des Anglais.

S32B

FOIlTUiiE

BATTLE

Lucy had waited, that, though honor
forbade her to be faithless to Hutton,
she had at least found marriage im-

HOW

IT WAS

possible then.
Now his duty was clear; at all cost
he must save this man's life, both
By NELLIE CRAVEY GILMORE.
for his country's sake and for the sake
Paris, France. When one who has
r
as
v
never seen a battle or 2oT,'3rs tries Soldier for Country's Sake Tries of honor. Lucy would not have had
Hartley's pen raced furiously over to imagine what like it must be, It is
It otherwise.
to Save His Rival's
the paper. Then with resolute fingers
"I'll tell her," he said. "But you'll
surely to dream of the apotheosis of
he folded and addressed the letter, lay all
pull through. Sergeant It's a bad
is fragrant, dainty, carefree,
Life.
that
to
aside
it
be posted.
ing
wound In each place, but the ball has
lavish, and anything that smacks of
Afterwards, he arose, took one or commercialism
Now lie
only shattered the bone.
can never be associatCARTER.
HAROLD
By
two impatient turns up and down the
still behind this rock and wait till
ed with it. But to the Nicois, who
All through the hot forenoon Lieuroom; then came back and sat down
a battle of tenant Richards had fought like a the relief arrives.
prepare the
again, thinking deeply. Some abrupt flowers
A wild yell burst forth from beneath
of
is a time
worry and hard leader of heroes, braving death a
whim prompted him to reopen the en
the hill,
from 500 throats.
a
ro.never
work
with
of
glimmer
Filifrom'
the spiteful
dozen times
A slight cold In a child or a grown velope and read it over before sending mance
The Filipinos were charging again.
Sandusky, O.., May 28.-- - A mile a
rounless
about
it,
be
it
the
pino bullets that hissed overhead; And this time they
minute in a "flying boat" is the prom- person hol.ls possibilities of a grave it. It ran:
charged home.
mance of business.
yet, though man after man had fallen The defenders, reduced to less than
"My Dear Elsie: I have know for a
ise of Harry N. Atwood of Boston, tne nature. Croup may come on suddenwhich
The
has
erected
municipality,
was
he
in
the
time
that you cared nothing for
thinning ranks,
long
twenty men, could not stop that recklong distance aviator who has been ly, bronchitis or pneumonia may de- me, and that you did care
And the more he sought less
for that grandstands and enclosures, is anxious
onslaught. They drew together,
iii
shall
seat
not
be
device
a
on
that
and
his
the
in
this place
vacant;
death the harder It seemed to die.
man. The enclosed clipping may not
working
velop, severe catarrhal troubles
out with clubbed rifles, surstriking
secret since the beginning of the consumption are possible results. come amiss merely as a direct justifl
With a mere handful of the seventy-nin- e rounded by a
ring of savage, taunting
been
cut
had
who
off
from
the
of
cation
my present course. This
foes. There was no chance to load.
year. The "flying boat" will be sub- Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
conmain
forces
the
by
cunningly
As each rifle butt fell the fanatics
jected to tests in Lake Erie, off tne nips a cold at the outset, cures croup much, let me say, in regard to your
"How did yo' al get yo' nose bus
trived ambsucade, Richards had fal rushed in upon the wielder,
latest offense: hereafter it will not
slashing edr
government life saving station at quickly, checks a deepseated' cough, be
one
back
a
len
of
those
hill,
upon
that
exert
necessary
you
with their long knives, forcing the othyourself
"I done slipped down an' plumb II
Marblehead, within the next 10 days. and heals inflamed membxances.
toward further deception, since it is
smooth, isolated hills that emerge ers back, hemming them in, assailing
on my back."
If successful it will be deliverel to O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug Store. my unalterable determination to
in
here
there
and
the
northern
region them from every side. There was no
put
"But, name o' goodness, Bah! yo'
E. B. Haniey of Providence, L. 1.,
of Luzon.
There, hard pressed, the thought of quarter.
all thought of you forever out of my
Richards found nose isn't located on
yo' back."
little remnant of Squadron B were himself
life. As to Carrington, he is not worth
to whom Atwood has agreed to sell
snapping the trigger of his
The spring niontns often find a the sacrifice of
was Bruddei
an'
"No,
needer
sah;
own
the
their
holding
necesagainst
enemy's
powder, and shot
He drew his sword
it for $6,000. If it fails to come up nonfan
empty revolver.
tired out, with pain in back, sary to eliminate his vile existence.
marksmen, waiting for the arrival of and ran alone into the heart of his Jones."
to expectations it will be reconstructthe relief column from Santa Cata- - foes, cutting them down,
hips and head, nervous and sleepless. I am making all preparation to dis
eluding their
ed until it does.
lina. It was strange how it seemed blows almost miraculously.
of
the
home
pose
Pills
will quickly prove
your
When at
immediately;
Folep
Kidney
MISUNDERSTOOD HER
will
"But it
to Richards as he lay on his face in last he stepped back,
navigate both water
personal effects will be shipped to
gained a
and air," says Atwood. "It will make their worth and value as a heaier of whatever address you may wish to
the blistering sunlight. His mind went little space, but six having
of his men re?
a mile a minute and then some. De- all kidney and bladder aliments and Indicate. Please spare me the annoy
traveling back to other scenes, other mained unscathed.
are
a
to
splendid ance of any reply, and the pain of a
that last day in,Washington
days
troit is 72 miles from Sandusky as irregularities. They
Suddenly, far down the valley, the
'
before he sailed away.
clear notes of a bugle rang through the
"
A I
the crow flies. I am ready to guar- remedy for rheumatism, clearing the future meeting. All can be satisfac
It
He had sat all the cool afternoon air. Then, over the stillness of the
arranged through our lawyers.
antee to deliver a passenger at De- uric acid from the Joints and Bystem. torily
with Lucy Greaves on the porch of afternoon came the faint sound of
Yours Arthur Hartley."
O. G. Schaefer and Ked
them.
Try
troit within 70 minutes after setting
the Club House. Lucy was an old jangling bits. A cloud of dust was risHartley went over the lines with
Cross Drug Store.
sail from Sandusky."
a ing above the palms. The Filipinos,
neighbor, an old school-fellow- ,
scorching cheeks. Surely he had not
sweetheart of his boyhood, whom he surrounding the last of their enemies,
been so great a fool as to heap insults I
"How about New York?" AtwooJ
'
i
had met the week previously, after hesitated to rush forward to certain
' was asked.
like these upon a possibly innocent
S
!
an absence of years. And at the death, and, swinging his sword, Rich""
woman!
'
;
"New York," said the aviator, "is
moment of that meeting each became ards momentarily cowed the bravest
a
of
with
tore
he
gesture
disgust
between 700 and 800 tniles on a direct
PLAYS AND PLAYERS.
aware that the love of old was no of them.
the letter into shreds and flung it into
line. Flying over land isn't as easy
transient thing, but something that "Now, men," he shouted above the
fire.
the
Next morning ho bought a
of Nice.
Simple
Beauty
would endure as long as life, and tumult, "each of you take a woundas flying over the water, where you
ticket for the Adirondacks.
can sail if you don't want to soar.
ed man on his shoulder and retire
Elsie Hartley was in one of her ra carriage hirers, who cover up defects perhaps longer, for all they knew.
Billie Burke will spend her vacaOn that last afternoon, under the down the trail. I'll stay here and covdiant moods when the surrey drove up of harness and coach with springs of
But I believe that in my 'flying boat' tion in Europe.
and charge the price of a shade of the oaks, whose memory was er you until you reach the road." And,
I shall be able to get to New York
Ada Rehan has sailed for her annual and left her husband standing on the greenery,
'
week's hiring for tvo short hours so grateful in that hot,
land, stepping behind the rock, he seized
sidewalk
the
before
"Inn."
20
hours. summer visit to England.
from Sandusky in less than
A minute before she had believed
crawl, look to this day to pay many he had asked her to be his wife, to the rifle of the w6unded sergeant, and,
Later on I hope to be able to reduce
Gertrude Bondhill will be seen as him hundreds of miles away, tugging debts; the florists, who with 20 francs' wait for him.
crouching over him, began pumping
Then Lucy, whom he had never seen bullets into the ranks of the enemy.
materially the time of the Twentieth an artist's model in "The Million."
at the pile of briefs he had declared worth of flowers decorate your car
broke down and sobbed
Richards was now facing the savCentury Limited and other fast
John Cort will produce a new com- it impossible for him to leave under a riage and smilingly ask five louis, discomposed,
must get rid of their replenished stock in his arms. And as he listened to her ages alone. Poised between two gitrains."
fortnight.
next
season called "The Marriage
edy
"Willie, you musn't fight any of tha
Then they both laughed, and after of quickly fading blossoms; the itiner answer he understood that life would gantic boulders, he could be reached
The "flying boat," whose propeller Game.",
in your class."
boys
one
ant
but
man
of
a
venders
at
a
time.
for
he
by
wards
went
to
to
bouquets
her
hope
suite
brush
up
is in the air instead of the water, is
Daviid Warfield's appeaarnce
as up a little, as it was almost the hour vigorous and exciting battle which will
"Well, If you think rnTgoing oufS.
Crack! went the rifle, and at each
propelled in much the same manu.,r Shylock has been postponed to tho for dinner.
shot a man dropped. Now his men my class and go up against some 11
make patrons forget the exorbitant
as an aeroplane, although the mecn-anls- season after next.
were hastening tqward safety. Rich- pound guy you're mistaken.'
His wife's noncommittal attitude prices demanded; to all these, and
Is in the boat instead of in tne
ards
a
of
is
battle
flowers
a
him
emptied his rifle Into the retreathad
left
many
more
in
others,
the
dark
than
a
Jack Barrymore has procured
ing masses and then, catching up the
rigging, as it is in what is common-'i- y condensed version of "Anatol" for ever. Two days ago he would have deadly anxious time,
BIGGEST RACE PROBLEM
wounded sergeant, crept down the hllL
sworn that she was guilty; today he
It Is on the splendid stretch of the
known as the
vaudeville use.
It
was
a
whole
minute before the nawould have taken an oath of
the Promenade des AnglaiB, with the
Built to Weather Storm.
Lew Fields has a new musical com- reverse. Yet there were the just
tives discovered that he was gone.
of the wavei on the pebbly
plunge
damning
storm
a
"If, while
traveling,
They dared not follow him beyond
edy entitled "All Aboard" ready for bits of evidence that no amount of beach as the most tharacteristlc reshould come up and I should find it
the crest, for they feared the venargument or sophistry could over- frain, that the battle is fought out.
production.
early
geance of those yellow-clanecessary to do so, the planes could1
cavalry-- ,
It is 2 o'clock, and as a gun booms
The Fritzi Scheff Opera company come. Should he trust her or
men now spurring toward the slope.
be released from the body simply by
The sudden appearance of a waiter out to signal the commencement of the
has just been Incorporated with a
But they lined the hill and began firannouncing dinner interrupted his fete, a long line ot decorated cartuning vi"!, uiviiuui ivuvu, v,uvu
stock of $10,000.
capital
ing with their old antelope guns, so
reverie. He put aside all personal re- riages begins to enter the open space
of which is within easy reach of the
that the, bullets hissed and sputtered
The recent revival of Gilbert and flection and changed his clothes with between the stands, and proceeds at a
wheel at which the operator will sit,"
round the lieutenant
as he ran
Sullivan's "Iolanthe" In New York dispatch. A few moments later he had walking pace, while the thousands of
Atwood explained.
through the jungle. Zip! A mass ot
in
started
door.
out
On
the
look
toward
the
enclosures
the
successful.
way spectators
proved
highly
fused telegraph wire cleft a tree at
"The hoat, bereft of Hying rigging,
The play in which Marie Tempest out his eyes fell by accident upon a eagerly for friends, exclaim on the orhis side; now a spurt of dust rose at
an ordinary power
would become
or bad taste of the
sheet
of
note
written
crumpled
iginality,
beauty
closely
will appear in this country next sea
his side and another between his feet
;mper. The writing was in his wife's carriage decorations, all the time buyboat. It would still contain its engine
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Summer Needs

We have extrST fancy
nice line of GIFT
MURPHEY'S,
A

at

BOOKS

Your water, faucet
leaks
Your range needs a
new waterfront
;
Your stove needs
new castings
Your lawn mower
needs sharpening:

Try a dram or OKI Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

at

Light automobile lamps
this evening.

7:51

o'clock

Pearmind
Winescps
Gan os

LIGGETT'S

t

GRADUATION
MURPHEY'S

CHOC-OLATE- S

We got 'em, Cape Jessamines, 75
a dozen, perry Onion.
Big

assortment

at

of COMMENCEMURPHEY'S.

Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
In the wood. Direct from the distil
lery to you. At tie lohby, of course.

LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER

A tola line of APPROPRIATE
GRADUATION PRESENTS at

TIE
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"THE filiVD THAT' IS NOT

Liefest In Quality
I Insist on "Hunts"
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IN THE CAN

FITS"
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Delicious In Flavour

want the highest
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quality in canned fruits
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Tartarian

Cherries, etc.
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is One of the most agree-

able surprises that delights the mistress of a
home, especially in such
new, beautiful designs
in golden oak.circassian,
waluut and birds eye

maole furniture, mrh

chiffoniers, etc., which are displayed in such
gant profusion and sold at prices that defy

com-petiti-
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CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE FFfcOM

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

1

E',

TTT

95c Boy Shirts and
WcList 40c

quarters for fresh

Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream
quality.

Fruits in Season

Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection
required
modern
by
cities. '
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out the old mistaken methods.

STRAWBERRIES AND
Ring in the new correct ones.
CHERRIES

Shoes

Belter Milk For a Better Town

Ring-

and

EVERY IUY

ft

C.D.B0UCHE
PHONE

MAIN 4 and 21

on

East Las Vegas, N. M.

Sd

25!

t

"

C. JOHNSEN

'Complete Home Furnishers"

I

b

ele-

by

I

Dora That charming Miss Peach
seems to have quite a number of eli
gible young men in her train.
DickYes, and one of these days
there's going to be a smashup to that
train, with only one survivor.

SURPRISE

SCAN BE MADE

BEN LEWIS. Prop.
See our line of Boy Scout Suits and
STORE

.I
t.

GREENBERGER

I

WEEK ONLY

THE PALACE CLO. CO.
EATABLE

Carry Thern in
REGULARS, LONGS

L. D. Leeper, a conductor on the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
railway, running out of this city, applied for divorce in Albuquerque yesterday from his wife, Mrs. Blanche E.
Leeper. Leeper charges his wife with 1
abandonment. They were married
February 22, 1909, by Rev. H. J.
Cooper in Albuquerque, according to 1
the complaint, and have a daughter,
Ellen Esther, who is in the custody
of Mrs. Leeper. She left him Septem hu
ber, 1912, at Las Vegas, and went to
Albuquerque, Leeper alleges.

CHOICE OF THE HOUSE
75c, 85c

If

VVe

2.35

The Rosenthal

I Vegetables and

OF EVERYTHING

$1.35
1.83

'

Til IS WEEK AT

(CORRESPONDENCE
CARDS AND PAPER for GRADUATION GIFTS at MUURPHSY'S.

5, S6 5xn d S7

fif,:
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.

can be.
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INITIAL

A

THE HOME OF THE BEST

They're the true Economy In clothes
and cost just enough to be good as clothes

8.35

Ice Cream Freezers
1

:

"

$4.85
7.25

1

01

v,

This make of clothing is distinguished
among clothes. The man who wears them
shows it and is proud of it. We make a
special feature of these goods and consider
it our right to continotibly harp on their
good qualities. The fabrics are perfectly
shrunk and correctly tailored.
,'

PERFECTION
OIL STOVES

li AKERY GOODS
FOR

& MARX CLOTHES

$2.25
.. 3.25
4.25

'

Turnips
Carrots
Spinach
Asparagus
Green Onions, etc.

TIE CHMF

1

Phone Purp'ie 5352 Thornhill, for
carnations for Decoration Day.

Leavenworth penitentiary are guard
ed most carefully. Every 15 minutes
the prisoners are made to march past
the guards. They are searched care
fully every night. Judge Tafoya says
there are 17 dynamiters still in the
prison, the remainder having been
The funeral services of Richard W. released upon bond
pending an ap
Berry the Santa Fe conducter killed peal.
at Lamy Sunday, were held this afternoon at 2 o'clock from the St. John's
Sherman Post No. 1 of New Mexi
Methodist Episcopal church in Santa co, Grand Army of the Republic, will
Fe. Rev. J. M. Shimer officiated. meet at the
post on Sixth street at 2
Immediately following the services the o'c'iock Friday afternoon, May 30, and
body was escorted to the station and proceed to the cemetery where the
sent on the 3:30 o'clock train to Hills- - graves of comrades wnl be decorated.
boro, Illinois, where burial will occur It is the wish of the old soldiers that
in the family plot. The body was all citizens who can do so will send
accompanyie by Mrs. Berry and the flowers to the residence of Captain
children and an escort detailed by the John A. Ross, 301 Eighth street, on
Order of Railway Conductors.
The Thursday evening where a commitfollowing acted as active and honorary tee of young ladies will prepare bouActive J. II. Swallow, quets.
pallbearers:
They also request that as
E. E. Friday, C. M. Robinson, G. L. many citizens owning automobiles
Hardy, Charles Haynes and Thomas who can do so wi'il be present to
Collier; honorary Judge John R. Mc-Fi- convey the members of the G. A. R;
Julius H. Gerdos, H. S. Lutz, Wil- to the cemetery, as the marching days
liam II. Goebel, John Demlahl
and of these remaining members are rap
William Thompson.
idly passing.

HART, SCHAFFNER

Gasoline Stoves

BOOKS ultable Tor GRADUATION
GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.

Through
Eagles lodge was omitted laBt night
in the mention of those orders which
were willing to subscribe for the hir
ing of the band for a concert at the
cemetery on Decoration Day.
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Lettuce
Radishes
Beets

AT

50

El Porvenir stage will run daily during the remainder of the season. CapOPPOSITE Y. M. C. A.
five passengers. Fare $1.00,
The following ivil service examinaacity,
round trip. Phone Main 20.
tions will be held in this city on the
dates mentioned1: June 18 Skilled
After a hearing late yesterday afNothing more pleasing than a box laborer (male) (qualified as negative
ternoon
Judge David J. Leahy comof LIGGETT'S
CHOCOLATES, for cutter and lithographic helper) sal
mitted Samuel Hutchison, a citizen
your GRADUATION GIFT, at
ary $000 per annum; June 23 Phila- of San
Jon, Quay county, to the New
telist, salary $l200 per annum.
Mexico Hospital for the Insane. Mr.
Hutchison is said, to have been unbak
Miss Ruth Brown has entered the
Lost between 'Las Vegas and Ona- - anced for some time.
of
the Rosenthal Furniture va, one
employ
pocketbook with $15 in money
company, and will have charge of the and other valuanW. Finder
please reLast night at the Elks' home Louis
music department.
turn to J. A. utler, editor of the
Shupp was initiated' into the secrets
Raton Range, Raton, and receive lib- of Elkdom.
Marshall Turner aiso reLIGGETTS CHOCOLATES FRESH eral reward.
ceived
the
initiation
at the request
and ESPECIALLY
BOXED for the
of the Mobile lodge to which he reSWEET GIRL GRADUATE, at MUR
Sarah Bernhardt and her all star
cently was elected a member. This
PHEY'S.
'
company in the, great spectacular meeting was well attended.
photoplay, "Queea Elizabeth," one of
There will be a band conceit in the
strongest stories history has ever
At 1 o'clock this morning at her
Hillsite park tonight, instead of Linrecorded, four rdels. The 'Browne, to home on North Seventh street, Mrs.
coln park, as was planned some time
night and Thussday. Admission 10 Victoria Armijo de Gallegos died afago. The concert will start promptly and 15 cents.
ter an illness of several months. Mrs.
at 7:45 o'clock.
Gallegos was the wife of Epifanio
Probate Judge Adelaido Tafoya, Gallegos. The funeral servioes will
COMMENCEMENT
LIG
BOOKS,
who has just returned from Leaven- be held tomorrow
morning from the'
In
GETT'S
CHOCOLATES
fancy worth, Kan., where he went with Church of
the
Immaculate
Concep
boxes, INITIAL PAPER AND COR United States Marshal
Secundino Ro- tion at 9 o'clock, Interment will De
RESPONDENCE
CARDS at MUR mero as a
deputy in cnarge of two in St. Anthony's cemetery. The fun
PHEY'S.
prisoners, says that the dynamite con eral will be under the direction of
spirators who are confined in the J. C. Johnsen and Son.
mistake the name ..of the

r
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The demand .for "The Little Minister" is so great all over the country
'The Little Minister," Vitagraph's it wa3 impossible for us to book It
extraordinary feature in three parts, for more than one day. Tonight will
be your only chance to see it. Adat the Photoplay tonight only.
mission 15 cents and 10 cents. PhotoINITIAL PAPER and CORRES play theater.
PONDENCE
CARDS fop GRADUA
TION GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.
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feet 5 ply guaranteed
Rubber V inch Hose with nozzle.
$4.75 for 50 feet 5 ply guaranteed
Rubber
inch Hose' with nozzle.
$3.50 for 25 feet Wire Wound Rubber Hose and nozzle.
$5.50 for $0.75
4 blade
Lawn Mowers.

Phone Mam 379
Lett) Im. Jlfeld

cents

MENT BOOKS

STEARNS

ANOTHER TALK

i

$4.50 for

Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

The Corfaetf Sanitary Dairy
South Pacific Street

Las Was, New Mex
Milking lime 4 A. M. and 2 P. SI.

1

